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the rnanufzcturer exercised due care, it A m :  Final rule. Appmval of Amendment 4 
would not be subject to civil penalties 
for manufacturin and selling a 

fl 

Arnendme~t 4 was approved on 
noncctmp!ying ve icle. November 5,1993. However, concerns 

Moreover, a manaladurer need not were raised about the potential for 
conduct these operations itself. Amendment 4 to cause excessive 
Manufacturers c m  utilize the services of harvest of small sea scallops the first 
independent e~gineers and testing ea Amendment 4 few years of implementation, if a 
laboratories. The can also join together revises the management supplemental average minimum meat 
through trade a s h a t i o n s  to sponsor the Sea Scallop Fishery* count measure were not included as a 
testing or anaiysis. Another alternative esphally =garding effort in the managemknt measure h the 
is for m=ufacturers, such as trailer fishery, permits, and reporting and Amendment. The Assistant 
manufacturers. to rely on testing and m*rdkee~ing requirements. The Administrstor for Fi&erim,  NO^ 
analysis ~rforirled by other parties, this Amendment is to the [AA), approved the Amendment, 
such as &a valve manurac.ureis. Valve fishing mortality rate to eliminate the concurring with the Regional Director 
manufacturers perform extensive overfished condition of Atlantic sea who stated that the issue of increased 
analyses and tests of their products and, -llops- mortality on small scallops in the early 
becacse they seek to sell those products, WFEmNE DATE: March 1.1994. years of the program was considered by 
have a strong incentive to provide their ADDREWS: Copies of Amendment 4. its the council during deliberations by the 
customers Phe trailer manufacturers) regulatory impad review (RIR), initial plan ~~~~l~~~~~~ Team (where 
wiih informatioa that the trailgr  lat tory flexibility analysis (WA), of the ~ ~ ~ t h ~ ~ d  
mmufacturer can .us to certify the and the final supplemental Fisheries Science Center and the NMFS 
vehicle to the applicai.11~ stand& For envimnmental impact statement (FSEIS) Regional Offics panicipate), - 
example. Becdix cwrentb provides this are available fmm Douglas Marshall, Sea hllop 
type of information to v e i d e  Executive Director, New England 
rnanufscturers regarding Bendix's new Pishery Management Council, Suntaug and the Council. The rebuilding 

vahe for the new pressure contra1 Office Park. 5 Broadway (U.S. Rte. I), schedule and effort reductions in the 

requiiements. Based on the above Saugus. MA 01906-1097, telephone Amendment are designed to strike a 

cmsiderations, N m A  believes that a 617-565-8937. Copies of the Finance ''lance between an rate of 
trailer manufacturer can certify Handbook may be obtained from he. mvefy and the of 
compliance with the control pressure Joseph Giza, Chief, Fiscal Policy and and disruption to the 
differentiel amendments without facing Quality A s s w c e  Branch, NOAA fishery. 
an unrmsofiable mst burden. Financial Management Division, Caller Although the A&endment was . 

Service No. 8025,20020 Century ' After reexamining this rnetter in - eppmved, NMFS remains concerned 
response to Nir. Gail's petition, NHTSA Boulevard, Germantown, Maryland about the newterm level of protection 
reaffirms its conclusion that the new 20874. telephone 301-443-8795. of small sea scallops. This concern is 
control line p~sserre bdance Comments regarding fh bden-hour  reflected in the Regional Director's 
requirements will mdt in relatively estimate or m y  other Sped of the spproval latter to the Council, d a t d  
small costs for trailer manufacturers. ~ ~ e c t i o n - o f - i ~ f ~ r m a t i o n  uirements November 5 ,  1993, which advised 
The agency also believes that its contained in this final n i l z o u l d  be council that be ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ l  m m O r  will 
mficlusions in the final rule are sent to Richard B. Roe, Regional be carefully monitoring the initial 
appropriate. Accordingly, the Director. One Blackburn Drive, impacf of the Amendment on fishing 
oetiilonzr's to reconsider tbe m u m r e  01930, and the Wfia of rnonaUty rates of small sea sdlops. lf 
&teiidiient to Standaid No. 121 is Maria-nt and Budget 40MB) 

(Attention NOAA Desk Officer), 
fishing mortality rates increase beyond 

del~ied. 
DC 20503. 

anticipated levels, the Council is 
Issued on Jmuq 12.1994. expected to implement immediately 

Barry Felice, F9R FURTHER MFORWTiQti GMiTiiiCT: Paul adjustments mder the framework 
Associate Administrutor for Rulemaking. H. Jam, Fishery Policy Analyst, 508- mea-s of the Amenbent  to pmtm 
IFR W. 94-1176 Filed 1-18-94; 8:45 am] 

281-9273. sea scallop stocks adequately. 

B I L W  COM 491 WH - SVPPLEMENTARY 1NFORMATK)FI: Overfishing Definition 
Background 

Amendment 4 includes a definition of . 
DEPARTAltEKT OF COMMERCE Scallop Amendment Fishery Management to the *'lantic Phn Sea overfishing and a determination that the 

(FAG') was p m p a d  by the New sea scallop resource is overfisbed. The 
Natlonal Oceanlc and Abms@eP.lc preamble to the proposed rule included 
A d m i n i ~ t l s n  &glad the definition of wefishing. 11 is not 

ICounciU in consulation with the Mid- mpted here. 
50 CFR Part 6!X Atlantic imd Sou& Atlantic Fishery 

Wagement  Councils, under the To reduce fishing mortality below the 
6o. WW843.24; UL 0805MAi pmvisionr of lhe Magnuson F a e r y  overfishing definition threshold. the 

Conservation and Management Act Council will reduce fishing effort by 
(Magnuson Act) as amended, 16 U.S.C epproximately,40 percent over seven 
1801 et seq. A notice of availability for years. Bemuse the impact of effort 
the proposed Amendment was controls and gear restrictions on the 

GENCY: National Marine es published on August 10,1993, (58 FR resouroe is uncertain, the Council 
ic and 42522) and a proposed implementing estimates that actual effort reduction 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), . rule was published on Septembr 2, needed could be as low as 35 percent or 
Commerce. 1993, (58 FR 46606). as high as 70 percent. 

f 
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Approved Vessel Tracking System . 
(VTS) Vendors 

In the proposed rule for Amendment 
4, h i s  requested that vendors 
interested in having their VTS certified 
for use in this fishery submit 
information showing that the VTS meets 
the specifications contained in the 
pr~posed rule. NhFS has reviewed the 
inr~imation submitted by several 
vendors and will make available to 
interested parties the names and 
addresses of those vendors who appear 
to meet the specifications. The 
opportunity remains open for interested 
parties to submit their information to 
the Nh@S and to be added to the list of 
approved vendors if it appears to the 
h i F S  &at they can meet the 
specifications. It is not the intent of the 
KMFS td assure that the acquisition and 
instailation of a VTS unit hom ar,y one 
of these vendors m s t s  the requirement 

- of &is mle as specified at S 650.25. 
Vessel owners must demonstrate that 
the system purchased, hom the list of 
approved vendors, is capable of meeting 
the operational requirements of the 
regulations by providing information on 
vessel position and vessel status. It is 
the intent of the NMFS that until the 
vessel owner can demonstrate to the 
satisfaction of the Regional Director that 
the ETS unit is fully operational and is 
providirig the required information to 
the W S ,  the vessel ownerloperator 
will not be eligible to receive a permit 
unless the Regional Director authorizes 
the use of a call-in system in accordance 
with s 650.26(2)(3). 

Effective Date af Management Measures 
The specific management measures . 

that will be used to achieve the 
necessary reduction in fishing effort 
include the following: A moratorium on 
most new entrants into the scallop 
fishery; allocations of days-at-sea IDAS) 
that vessels may fish for scallops based 
on three vessel groups (Full-time, Part- 
time, and Occasional); a requirement to 
purchase and install a VTS unit for Full- 
time and Part-time vessels and a call-in 
system for Occasional vessels to monitor 
DAS; permits for vessel operators erid 
dealers; an open access scallop permit 
for vessels landing no more than 400 
pounds (181.44 kg] of shucked scallops 
or no more than 50 U.S. bushels (17.62 
hl) of in-shell scallops per trip; - 
limitations on upgrading of vessel size 
and engine horsepower; a prohibition 
on acquiring more than a 5 percent 
awnership interest in the total number 
of limited access scallop vessels; 
mandatory reporting for permitted 
vessels and dealers; crew-size limits; 
maximum dredge and trawl sweep size 
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restrictions; minimum ring and mesh Comments and Responses 
size restrictions; h e w o r k  measures to NMFS received on the 
adjust the effort control and other proposed rule from one member of the 
measures; a minimum shell height Congress of the United States, five 
restriction; and an annual option for fishing industry associationn. and eight 
vessels in the Part-time 01 Occasional individuals. ~ 1 1  of the comments were 
category to fish in the next higher vessel -fully during the 
€PUP if they use only one dredge no formulation of the final rule. Specffic 
more than 10.5 feet (3.2 m) in width and comments are discussed and responded 
their crew complement (including the 'to &low. 
operator) is five or less. The preamble to Comment: A member of Congress of 
the proposed rule described the the United States and an individual 
maagement measures and their - opposed the allocation of DAS because 
rationale, which are not repeated here. it takes Virginia, North Carolina, and 

W S  is implementing the measures New Jersey fishermen longer to reach 
in the Amendment proposed rule as their fishing grounds than it t&es New 
of March 1, 1994, in order to provide England fishermen. These individuals 
o p p o ~ u n i ~ y  ior the industry to convert offered days fished or a total allowable 

- 

to 31,. inch rings and acquire and install catch as an alternative. The commenters 
VTS units; and because of the stated that the DAS rule gives a distinct 

buden imposed on the advantage to one area over another, 
whereas. days fished provides a level by these collective measures, e.g.. playing field for all scallopers. 

implementation of a VTS; the need to 
issue thousands of new permits for Response: The Council analyzed the 
operators, dealers and vessels; the need days fished system before deciding on 

the DAS program. using the NMFS 
to an process for weighout database, and determined that 
owners who feel their DAS allocation is is a fair reflection of a vessel,s in error and'or for that do not historical time at sea because it takes qualify: and the need to establish details into consideration the number of days a 
of the recOrdkeepingand reporting vessel spent traveling to and from the Wuirernents required under § 650.7 fishing gounds. The Council also and the DAS monitoring set in determined the database could not 
5 650.25. the mS is being put in accurately show days fishing. 
place and the initial problems with that H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  the final rule includes a . 
new system are being worked out, a call- measure that would allow the adoption 
in procedure will be used to implement of a days-fished system through a 
the DAS allocati~ns~Bxisting regulatory amendment, if data become 
~ l a t i o n s p  including the meat count available to support such a system. 
measure. will remain in effect until Comment: Two industry associations 
March 1.1994. requested an extension of the comment 

On March 1,1994. the effe&ve date period to October 28,1993, because the 
of these regulations, all scallop vessel, proposed rule was published in the 
owners and operators and all scallop Federal Register on September 2,1993, 
dealers must have an appropriate and their associations did not receive a 
permit, zs specified under 3s 656.4, copy of the mle until the thirci week in 
650.5, and 650.6 in order to participate September 1993. 
in the fishery. In order to ensure being . R e s ~ ~ n ~ e : m e  Magnuson Act requires 
issued a permit, if eligible, by that date the Commerce 
all owners, operators, and dealers to follow a mandated time schedule for 
should apply for a permit as soon as approval of a plan amendment once it 
possible. Application forms are h8s been submitted by a Fishery 
available now and N m S  will attempt to Management Council. On July 30* lg93*' 
mail such forms to all known scallop the New Fishery Management 
vessel owners and operators and scallop Council submitted its plan amendment 
dealers as soon as possible. to W S ,  thereby triggering under the 
Applications will be processed as Magnuson Act the %-day time period in 
received. Early application, i.e., one which the Secretary must approve Or 

disapprove the amendment. Because of filed before February 1,1994, will help this limited time he to and assure that the permit is issued by 
March 1,1994. respond to public comment and prepare 

the final rule for publication, NMFS 
As provided in $650.26(a)(3). until allows for 45 days of public comment. 

any VTS vendor is approved and the W S  believes the 45 days given for 
system is available, all permitted vessels comment are adequate. 
fishing under the DAS program must Comment: Two industry associations 
comply with the call-in notification stated that they do not support 
provisions of S 650.26(b). staggering of implementation dates for 
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measures wctained in the amendment Comment: Two industry associations Response: Comment noted. 
and %ommend that the meat count commented that the vessel recording Comment: An individual opposed, 
system remain in effect until a11 and reporting requirements were based on efficiency and safety concerns, 
management measures contained in burdensome and unnecessary. limiting scallop vessel m w s  to no more 
Amenbent 4 are implemented. Response: A mandatory real-time data than nine people. including the 

Response: The final rule retains the ~~ l l ec t ion  system including cemw operator, while fishing under the 
meat count measure until the new coverage is necessary to assess the scallop DAS rogram. 
measures are implemented. effectiveness of the new management Response: bost scallop dredge vessels - 

Comment: associations measures and to make the necessary currently have their crew members -- 
commented that the requirement to adjustments through the f r a m ~ o *  - shuck scallop meats by hand while at 
submit applications for Operator system. sea. The amount and size of scallops 
permits 30 days prior to the date on Comment: An industry association selected for shucking is a function of the 
which the permits are desired is objected to the requirement, under the crew size and the catch rates. The mew 
unreasonable and recommended issuing m‘ecordkeeping and size restriction reflects the Council's 
permits locally or by FAX. requirements of 9 650.7 (a)(l) and (b)(l), intention to cap the fishing power of 

Response: D~~ to the rejected initial to provide any other information 
P 

these vessels at sea by limiting their 
volume of applications or Operator re uired by the Regiona1 Director- processing (shucking) capacity. 

iesponse:  his requirement pmvides Currently. the average crew siza on sea permits requiRd under Amndment 4. NMPS the nekbility to obtain the scallop vessels is nine; in the past, crew the wS lo take information neasssarg for management, s i m  were lager but this wm a 
30 to p W s  and Wts is not open-ended since the reflection of the condition of the 

Regional Direnor must demonsbate that resource. NMFS is not aware of any data 
to prmss permits swner- NMFS any data requested is 
make available permit applications w e  to manage the 

or information indicating that the 
limitation on crew size will affect safety 

in of March lgg4? in Comment; An individual o b w e d  to at sea 
to maximize the likelihood that a11 the prohibition on transferring scallops Comment: An individual opposed the participants in the dlop fishery at -8 because it would not allow the use of vessel landings in 1988 or 1989 have the to pmit before transfer of sea scallop product to freezer as a criterion for limiting access to March1, 1994. - vessels at sea. participation in the fishery and stated indmtr~ association Response: The transfer prohibition that this m e e m  does n d  meet the commented that the requirement to reflects the Council intent to cantrol and irements of the hfagnuson Act. p m ~ d e  mitten notice of changes in equalize the amount of fishing p m  y e s  nse: This requirement com lies 
a~plimtion sections for =Mated  with allocated DAS. From 81) with Mapuson Act for establiskg 
Vessel, Operator, and baler  pennits enforcement perspective, the a system for limited access to a fishery. 
was ambiguous and recommended that rohibition is critical If a system for limiting access to a 

ChanlP be ~ t b y  Or Luse it would be d i f S ~ l t  to det- fishery is included in a plan, the 
certified mail. violations rtnless all transfers am Mapuson Act requires the Council and 

Response: The sections have been the Secretary to "take into account" 
rewritten and now require that within Comment: Two industq associations such factors as present partidpation in 
15 days after a change in the application requested that the a t e a  observer the fishery. historical fishing practices 
information, a written report of the requirements under 5 65028 be deleted and dependence on the fishery, and 
change be subdtted and received by because the provisions of this s d o n  capability of vessels to be used in other 
the Regional Director. Requfring all were not clear regarding obseruer and fisheries. The Council and NMFS 
changes to be sent by registered or vessel responsibilities. considered all of these factors in 
certified mail would be too burdensome. Response: A high Imel of monitoring extablishing criteria tequhd to qualify 
Nevertheless, permit holders could is required to ensure the efktiveness of for full participation in the scallop 
choose to send the notice of change by the management program and to avoid fishery. A control date was announced 
registered or certified mail: return impsing mom ias'uidve measures than on March 2,1989, which gave notice to 
receipt requested, if they want to verify necessary on the industry because of partidpants and potential participants , 
that timely notificatim occurred. insufficient data. This rovision gives of the fact that future participation in 

Comment: Two industry as~odaUans the ~ e ~ i o o a l  Director $6 discretion to the fishery m y  be limited for vessels 
and three individuals ques t ed  that the require a vessel to carry an observer to that entered the fishery after the control 
requirement of no more than double enhance data collection, if  necassary. In date. 
l i d s  between rings of a scallop dredge most cases where observer coverage is The purpose of the cantrol date was . 
be changed to allow the placement of a considered necessary, the Regional to discourage speculative entry into the 
new link between any two worn out Diredor will first attempt to enlist - fishery while development of 
ones or that the requirement be limited voluntary participation. Observers Amendment 4 progressed. h deciding 
only to the apron of the dredge. would be provided though existing to add the requirement that a vessel 

Response: Requiring double links NMFS observer propma. 3I.ae vessel must have landed more than 400 
between rings throughout the entire would not hew to pay ths salary far tbe pounds of scellc+ on at leest one Mp 
dredge h neceswy to insure the observer but would have to pmvide in 1988-IfWQ in order to be eligible to 
escapement of small sea scallops in adequate accommodations and food. participate in the fishery, the Council 
order to mitigate the impact of removing Neither NMFS nor the g m m e n t  is was addressing the factor of historical 
the meatcount-agesf-entry responsible for providing insurance fishing practtces and dependence on the 
requirement. The NMFS recognizes that coverage for the observer; each vessel fishery. Later in its deliberations, the 
this may require some change in should provide appropriate coverap. Council -zed that not all 
industry practices but considers these Comment: Two lndustry associwons partidpants may have received timely 
measures to be necessary to the wemll supported the framework measures as notice of the control date and, therefore, 
success of the management program. described under 5 850.40. . allowed a limited exception for vessels 
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purchased after the control date if the 
vessels had any participation in the 
fishery between 1982 and 1990. With 
respect to determining allocations of 
DAS. the Council expanded historical 
participation to include 1985-1990 in 
order to recognize longstanding . 
historical dependence on the fishery. 

The rule also adopts a Council 
recommendation to establish an ' 
exemption to the limited access fishery 
for vessels that land less than 400 
pounds of scallops per day, in order to 
provide some opportunity for small- 
scale operations and new entrants to 
particibte in the scallop fishery. 
Therefore. tha Council's and Nh4FS's 
decision to rely on the criteria contained 
in the final rule represents a balancing 
of present and historical participation in 
the fishery with the need to reduce 
fishing mortality by limiting the number 
of full-time participants in the fishery. 

Comment: One individual was 
opposed to the minimum ring size of 
3% inches and another individual 
stated that the ring size must remain at 
3% inches. Both individuals were 
opposed to further increases to 3% 
inches under § 650.21. 

Response: This requirement is 
necessary to provide protection for 
small scallops and to help control the 
amount of fishing mortality associated 
with a DAS. This measure is designed 
to help mitigate the impact of removal 
of the meat count which provides age- 
at-entry controls. It is not expected, 
however, to afford age-at-entry 
protection equal to the cirrent meat 
count system. 

Comment: Three industry associations 
and three individuals commented a h &  
a currently ongoing ring size 
experimental study being done under-a 
SaltonstalYKennedy grant and what 
inpd it wodd have on Amendment 4. 

Response: W S  contacted William 
D. DuPaul, Ph.D.. of the Virginia 
Institute of Marine Science, principal 
investigator on the experimental study, 
regarding the comments received. He 
commented that the first fishing trip of 
the experiment had recently been 
completed by a commercial vessel out of 
the port of New Bedford and that the 
larger rings allowed for significantly 
more escapement than the %inch rings 
currently in use by the industry. W a u l  
also commented that the study is 
ongoing and that it is too early to draw 
any conclusions from the one trip taken. 
Final results on the experiment are not 
expected until work is completed in lath 
winter of 1994. Therefore. NMFS has 
not considered the preliminary results 
of the ongoing experiment for the 
purposes of this rule. 
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Based on the best scientific be lifted. The rule provides only that the 
information available at this time, Council may consider such a measure. 
however. there seems to be a correlation If and when the Council considers such 
between ring size and size of scallops a measure, the plan requires that it be 
retained by scallop dredges. Because subject to public comment and that 
removing the meat count measure commenters have adequate opportunity 
effectively removes all age-at-entry to respond. If the Council decides to 
controls, the Council and NMFS have address this subject under the 
determined that implementation of framework specifications all interested 
minimum ring size requirements parties will be contacted and will have 
simultaneously with removal of the the opportunity to comment. The 
meat count measure is critical to the Council could adopt such measures 
achievement of the amendment's only if it can be demonstrated that they 
objectives. Failure to provide some age- are necessary to meet the goals and 
at-entry limitations could seriously objectives of the FMP, including 
jeopardize the ability of the socioeconomic goals. 
management measures to achieve plan Comment: An industry objectives in the time re uired. 

Comment: Two indivi 1 uals was opposed to allowing changes to the 
commented that vessel owners should ma"agement measures 
be allowed to combine limited access specifications without 

scallop permits and DAS allocations on appropriate analysis. 
one vessel and that ownership interest Response:The Council must ~rovide 
should not be limited to 5 percent of the the appropriate rationale and economic 
total number of scallop vessels and biological analysis when 
qualifying under the moratorium. determining whether adjustments, or 

Res~onse: National Standard 5.16 additional management measures. are 
U.S.C: 1851(a)(5). states that 
conservation and management - measares, where practicable, should 
promote efficiency. This standard also 
provides, however, that the goals of 
efficiency may be balanced against other 
factors such as social and biologic. In its 
deliberations, the Council explicitly 
considered possible gains in efficiency 
in allowing DAS to be combined. but 
ultimately rejected such a measure 
because of socioeconomic concerns of 
preserving current fishing ractices and 
traditions at the outset of tl e 
management program. The Council was 
concerned that allowing combination or 
transfer of DAS allocations, at this time, 
may precipitously lead to aggregation of 
fishing rights in the hands of a few, 
thereby challenging the crrrrefit type of 
fishing operations associated with the 
northeast region Moreover, it would be 
impracticable to allow such fishing 
rights to be transferred, at this time, 
before the effectiveness of the 
management measures could be 
assessed. The Council did provide, 
however, that measures that may 
enhance efficiency can be considered 
and adopted through the framework 

' 

procedure specified in the rule. NMFS 
concurs in the Council's deliberations 
and conclusions mncemhg these 
measures. 

- Comment: Two hdustry associa~~ns 
were opposed to allowing changest0 the 
moratorium under the framework 
provisions of the regulations if fishing 
mortality declines faster than 
anticipated. 

Response: The rule does not pre- 
- determine whether the moratorium will 

necessary to meet the goals and 
objectives of the rebuilding program of 
the FMP. 

Comment: An industry association 
requested clarification of the regulations 
relating to when a DAS starts and ends. 

Response: 5 650.24(~)(2) has been 
modified to explain more clearly how 
DAS accrue under both the VTS and the 
call-in monitoring system. 

Comment: A n  industry association 
requested that the Regional Director 
send notices to permit holders regarding 
VTS performance criteria and approval. 
including costs. 

Response: In addition to publishing a 
list of approved VTS vendors in the 
Federal Register,-all sea scallop permit 
holders will receive the information by 
letter from the Regional Director. As to 
costs, vessel owners will have to contact 
the individual vendors. 
- Comment: An industry association 
questioned the necessity for VTS 
vendors to have the capacity to archive 
vessel position histories and suggested 
that the requirement, with its related 
cost imposed on a non-fishing industry, 
is not within the realm of the Magnuson 
Act. 

Response: This requirement only 
applies to vendors that volunteer to 
mee-t the specifications and provide VTS 
units to vessels in the fishery. The - 
specification is necessary to comply 
with the Gouncil's intent to provide 
Nh@S with the capabilitv to monitor 
and enfow the n tkber  6f DAS used by 
each individual vessel issued DAS - - 
allocations. - 
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Changes From the Proposed Rule In 5 650.4, paragraph [a)(7) (i) and (ii). consistent with the reporting 
Changes were made to sever* "March 1,1994," was added for re uirements of other re lations. 

sections ofthe proposed mle I(*clarify clarification and consistency with the 5 650.7. paragraph &(2) was 
beginning effective date of the . modified to read, "Re uired data are the 

the with other regulations. and to In addition, moratorium on limited accessscallop number of employees andling fishery 
substantive changes were made to the pemits. 

1 
products by month. Reports for a given 

following sections: In 5 650.4, paragraph [a)(g)(vi), the calendar year shall be submitted to: 
In 650.2, the definitions for heading was modified to add the phrase NMFS Statistics, 166 Water Street. 

"oja limited access scallop pennit Authorized officer, Fishing, or to fish, denidwin order to that the 
Woods Hole. MA 02543. and must be 
postmarked by February 10 of the 

and I W F S  were because they appeal process under this paragraph following year." This change further are set lo* in 50 pan 6z0* which applies only to limited access scallop details the requirements for this provides general Magnuson Act 
provisions. permit denial. The paragraph was re rting requirement. 

In 5 650.2, the definition of an further modified to add the phrase "if 5 650.7. paragraph (a)(5) was 
Opemtor was modified to add the the vessel has on board a letter of modified to add the following sentence, 

authorization h m  the Regional "If no product was purchased during a phrase "or other individual on board", to the requirements week, a report so stating must be 
to 'larib further the person in of that vessels fishing under appeal must submitted." 
the vessel while fishing. carry on board the letter issued under In 5 650.2, the definition of a Vessel 650.4(a)(9)(vi)(D). 

In 5 650.9, paragraph (b)(l) was 
subdivided into paragraphs (i) and (ii). 

Tracking System was modified to add In 5 650.4, paragraph (a)(g)(vi)@) was Paragraph (b)(l)(ii) was added in order 
the phrase "as set forth in 5 650.25(a)(2) modified to add the sentence, "If the to clarify paragraph (b)(l)(i) by and apprOwd " 9  to further the appeal is denied, The Regional Director prohibiting more than one trip per 
meaning a Vessel Tracking System. shall send a notice of denial to the calendar day. 

In 650-3* parspph was added to vessel owner; the authorizing letter In 5650.9. paragraph (b)(ll), (bI(121, 
clzrify the =lationship between state becomes invalid 5 days after receipt of (b)(13), (b)(17), and (c)(4), the phrase 
.and I%deral regulations for Atlantic sea the notice of denial.", to clarify how "Possess on board or" was added to 
scallops. vessel owners will be natified in the clari the prohibition. 
In 5 650.4s the narrative within the event of a denial ofthe appeal of a h1650.9, the following changes were 

first p a a ~ a p h  and paragraph (a) was limited a m  scallop permit. made to clarify the prohibitions. 
modified to add the phrase "and In 5 650.5, paragraph (c) was modified Paragraph Ic) was subdivided into 
on board an authoridng letter issued lo add the sentence. "Further, such . paragraphs Ic)(l) through (c)(7). 
under 5 650.4(a)l9)[vil(D)," to clarify operators must agree as s condition of Paragraph (d)(4) was changed to 
how vessels appealing a denial of a this permit that if the permit is Paragraph (d)(4)(i), and a new 
limited access scallop permit may suspended or revoked pursuant to 15 paragraph. (d)(4)(ii), was added. 
continue to Esh. (=FR part 904, the operator cannot be on Paragraphs (d)(lO) through (d)(15) were 

In S 650.4. paragraph (a)(l)(i), the board any fishing vessel issued a redesignated as paragraphs (d)(ll) 
phrase "and its owner" was added in Federal Fisheries Permit or any vessel - through (d)(16), and a new paragraph 
order to be consistent with fdowing subject to Federal fishing regulations (d1(101 was added. 

- 

sections that refer to both vessel and while the vessel is at sea or engaged in In 5 650.20, paragraph (a) was 
vessel owner. offloading." This phrase was included modified to add the phrase, "that may 

In 5 650.4, paragaph (a)(l)(i)(D1, b e  under §~=5(n) in the proposed rule be landed, or possessed at or after 
phrase "and the vessel meets the criteria a d  is r e p t e d  in this section in &e landing," in order to clarify that the 
d e h b e d  in paragraph [it)t4) of this Pnal rule to increase awareness of this minimum shell height size is not an at- 
section." was deleted because it was not provision. sea measure. Parallel changes were 
accurate. Irr § 650.5, paragraph (n) was modified made to sections 650.20(b) and 
In 5 650.4, paragraph (a)(l)(iii) and to add the phrase "while the vessel is 650.9(a)(1) to reflect this clarification. 

(d), the phrase "Applications for limited et s e  0: angaged offlmhgw, to in § 650.21, paragraph (a) was 
access scallop permits under this allow vessel operators to conduct modified to add the phrase "in 
seclion will not be accepted after 12 business activity on board a vessel when possession of more than 40 pounds 
months after the effective date of the the vessel is not engagedin any type of (18.14 kg) of shucked scallops or 5 U.S. 
ha1 regulations for Amendment 4." fishing activity. bushels (176.2 1) of in-shell scallops, or 
was replaced with "Applications for In 5 650.6, paragraph (g) was modified fishing for scallops," to clarify that 
limited access scallop permits under to add the phrase, "or ownership - certain trawl gear restrictions are also . 
this section will not be accepted after changes," to clarify that the permit does possession restrictions appIicable to any 
December 31,1994.", to clarify that not transfer with the change in vessel possessing-more than 40 pounds 
applications for 1994 rmits must be ownership of the business. r - . of shucked scallops or 5 bushels of in- 
received by the end o the calendar year. In 5 650.7, paragraph (a)(l) was shell scallops. Similar changes were 

In 5 650.4, paragraph (a)(4](ii). the modified to replace "provide" with made to 5 650.21la) (1)-(2) and - 
sentence "For undocumented vessels, "mail" to clarify the way in which the g650,9(b)(8). 
net tonnage does not apply." was added reports will be submitted. The In 5 650.21. paragraph (b) was . 
to clarify further the requirements for paragraph was further modified to modified by deleting the phrase 

. replacement vessels. contain the phrase, "name and permit "holding a Federal sea scallop permit 
In 5 650.4, paragraph (a)(5j(ii) was number of the vessels from which fish under S 650.4 and" and adding the 

modified to add the sentence, "This . are landed or received;" and the hrases "of more than 40 pounds (18.14 
' 

type of upgrade may be done separately sentence, "lf no fish is purchased during & of shucked scallops or 5 U.S. 
from an engine horsepower upgrade.", the week, a report so stating must be bushels (176.2 1) of in-shell scallops" 
in order to clarify further the . submitted.", to clarify reporting and all vessels issued limited access 
requirements for upgrading a vessel. requirements for dealers and to be . scallop permits and fishing under the 
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DAS allocation program," to clarify that In f 65026, paragraphsfi)(z) end prepared by the Council, the 
the dredge restrictions apply to all (b)(4), the requirement that vessel management measures will have some 
dredge vessels in possession of more owners or their authorized . negative impact on small entities. There 
than 40 pounds of shucked scallops or representative call-in 2 h o r n  prior to are approximately 400-600 vessels that 
5 bushels of in-shell scallops In leaving port and within 1 hour of rely on scallops for a portion of their 
5 650.21, paragraphs @I) (1H3) were returning to port was replaced with the revenue. All am considered small 
modified to add the phrase "in use by provision that the DAS will beginand entities. Of these, more than 150 vessels 
or in possession of such vessels" to end upon receipt of the call. The would not qualify for the vessel 
clarify that the dredge restrictions are Regional Director-has determined that moratorium and may have to redirect 
possession restrictions also. The this less restrictive reguirement is effort into other fisheries. 
corresponding prohibition sections to supportable by current technology Appmximately 63 rcent of the 150 

- .  these restrictions. 8 650.9, paragraphs without compromising the vessels, however, k epend on sea 
(b) ( l lH15) and 5 650.9, paragraphs (c) enforceability of this measure. scallops for 15 percent or less of their 
(2H6). were changed accordingly to 5 650-40, ~ m g r a ~ h  the phrase total revenue and may be able to 
reflect these clarifications. "After considering the PDT's findings compensate by in the 

In 5 650.21, paragraph (b](iii), the and recommendations* or at any other general scallop fishery (no moratorium, 
sentence, "The ring size will be the time," was added in order to clarify the landings up to 400 pounds (181.44 kg) 
average of the measurements of any Council's procedures when it is per trip]. For those vessels qualifying for 
series of 20 consecutive rings." was considering changes in management the k i t e d  access frSbry, there are 
deleted. This provision had been added measures. significant short-term losses in revenue 
by NMFS with the intent of facilitating In 8650.40, paragraph (e)(3). the that are offset by long-term gains. 
enforcement. However, upon further sentence ''The Council may reconsider The rule rnntains eight new 
consideration, it was determined that its prior action and r m m e n d  a new collectionsf-information mquirements 
allowing an average minimum ring size action under F W P ~  (dl of this 

section." was deleted because it is and also revises four existing 
would necessitate difficult md requirements previousiy approved by 
problematic measuring requirements considered to be unnecessary. OMB under Control Numbers 0648- 
and possibly would not be consistent classification 0202and06484229and064&0018. 
with the Council's intent that no rings The Secretary of Commerce These collection-of-information 
Should less than 3.14 NMFs (Secmtaryl detemined that he - requirements have been approved by 
is developing a standwd measuring amendment that this nrls would OMB. Nevertheless, public comments 
device and procedures to determine ring sizes and publish a implement is umsiistent with the are invited on the burden-hour 
description of such device and national standards, other provisions of for of 

the M~~~~~ u, and otbr applicable information requirements as listed 
procedures in the Federal Register. law. The Secretary, in making that below. 

In S 650.21, paragraph (e) was 
modified to add the addition determixration, has taken into account The new reporting requirements are: 
to or notwithstanding restrictions the information, news. and comments (I) Dealer permits (5 650.6-OMB 

received during the comment Appmval Number 0648-0202) (5 
in this Part" to clarify that vessel 
operating under the small dredge The coundl p r e p a d  a f i n a ~ e ~ ~ * .  minutedmpon~) :  

supplemental environmental impact (2) Operator permits (f 6 5 0 . S - d ~ ~  
program are still s u b j j  to otber Estriaions in 6.0 by statement (FSEiS) for A m e n 1 4  Approval Number 064843202) (1 40u.l 

which was filed by the Environmental response); - the provisions of this sectian. h t d n  ligency with the Offim of the (3) Notice requirements for observer In 5 650.24, paragraph (cHZ)(ii) was 
expanded to clarify the process for Federal R@er. The Environmental deplo~ment (6650.28-0m Appmval 

days at sea unda he Pmtection Agency has mommended bJtmba 0648-Om2J (2 minutes1 
that the National Marine Fisheries response); system. 

In § 650.24, paragrfiph (o(6) was §emice anduc i  studies in ihe near (4) Proof oi  haailation of vessel 
modified to add the phrase "if the vessel future to monitor the effect of scallop tracking system, (5 6 5 0 . 2 u M l 3  

has on b d  an letter hm dredges on bottom habitat. The M ha6 Approval Number 064f34202) (2 

the Regional Director". determined that the preferred minutes/response]; 
In Q 65025, paragraph 0) was a ] u t i v e  of Amendment 4 versus the (5) Automated vessel tracking system 

modified to m s s  reference c0-l~ the status quo is environmentally preferable (5 650.25--OMB ~ p p m v d    umber 
call-in procedures described in upon rwiew of the FSEIS and public 064&0202] (0 mmutes/response); 
5 650.26(b). comments. The FSEIS demonstrates that (6) Vessel call-in requirement 

In S 650.26, paragraph (a) was the preferred alternative mntains (5 650.25-4MB Approval Number 
modified to co&ly - reference the management measures tombuild the 0648-0202) (2 minutedresp6nse); 
small dredge program in 56~.21(e). stock of Atlantic see scallops, provides (7) Days-atsea exemption program 

In 8 650.26. paragraphs (a)il) and positive economic and social benefits to (S 650.27-OMB Approval Number 
(a)[2) were modified to indicate that the the fishing industry in the longterm. 06484202) (2 minuteslrespnse); 
Regional Director is to be notified and provides balance in the ecosystem (8) Vessel bgbooks (5 650,7--OMB 
"through the I!TS". . in terms of the sea scall resource. Appmval Number 06484212) 15 

In 5 650.26. paragraph (a)(3) was WS certified to thesmall ~us iness  minuteslresponse). 
modified to add the phrase "or not Administration that this rule may have Revisions to existing requirements 
functional". significant effects on a substantial are: 

in 5650.26. paragraph @I was number of small entities under the (11 Limited access scallop permit 
modified to add language that is mow Regulatory Flexibility Act. For the appeals-appeal of denied permits will 
specific regarding the call-in purposes of the RFA, the RIR is retitled -require written submission ($650.24-- 
notification requirements of the vessel as a RIWregulatory flexibility analysis OM% Approval Number 0648-0202) (3 - 
owner or authorid represmtati~e. (RFA]. According to the RIWRFA hours/response); 
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(2) Days-at-sea appeals--appeal of the 
days-at-sea allocation will require 
written submission (5 650.24--OMB 
Approval Number 0648-0202) (5 hours1 
response); 

(3) Dealer purchase reports (5 650.7- 
OMB Approval Number 0648-0229) (2 
minuteslresponse); 

(4) Annual processed products reports 
(5 650.7--OMB Approval Number 0648- 
0018) (2 minuteslresponse). 

List of Subjects in 50 CF'R Part 650 

Fisheries, Reporting and 
recordkeeping requirements. 

Dated: January 12,1994. 
Rolland A. &hitten, 
Assisioni.4dminis~tor for Fisheries. 
National Marine Fisheries Service. 

For tbe reasons set out in the 
preamble, 50 CFR part 650 is revised to 
read as follows: 

PART 650-ATLAmC SEA SCALLOP 
FISHERY 

Subpart h-General Plovlslons 

sec. 
650.1 Purpose and scope. 
650.2 Definitions 
650.3 Relation lo other laws. - 
650.4 Vessel permits. 
650.5 O p e W r  permits. 
650.6 Dealer permits. 
650.7 Recordkeeping and reporting. 
650.8 Vessel identification. 
650.9 Prohibitions. 
650.10 Facilitation ofenforcemenl. 
650.1 1 Penalties. 

Subpart &-Man-ement Measures 
650.20 Shell-height standard. 
650.21 Gear and crew restrictions. 
650.22 Possession restrictions. 
650.23 TransfeE-at-sea - 
650.24 Days-at-sea DAS] allocations. 
650.25 Monitoringrequirements. 
650.26 DAS nctifialion ~ ~ ? : .  
650.27 DAS exemption pmgmm. 
650.28 At-sea observer coverage. 
650.29 Experimental fishing exemption. 

Subpart fframeworlc Adjustments to 
Management Measures 
650.40 Framework specifications. 

Authority: 16 U.S.C 11801 et seq. 

Subpar1 A--Genera! Provisions 

5 650.1 Purpose and scope. 

The purpose of this part is to 
implement the Fishery Management 
Plan for the Atlantic Sea Scallop Fishery 
(M), which was prepared and 
adopted by the New England Fishery 
Management Council in consultation 
with the Mid-Atlantic and South 
Atlantic Fishery Management Councils, 
and approved by the Assistant 
Administrator for Fisheries, NOAA. 

-- - - - - - 

5 650.2 Definltlons. 
In addition to the definitions in the 

Magnuson Act and in 5 620.2 of this 
chapter, the terms used in this part have 
the following meanings: 

Atlantic sea scallop or scallop means 
the species Placopecten magellanicus 
throughout its range. 

Chafing gear or cookies mean steel, 
rubberized or other types of donut rings, 
disks, washers, twine, or other material 
attached to or between the steel rings of 
a sea scallop dredge. - 

COLREGS Demarcation Lines mean 
the lines of demarcation delineating 
those waters upon which mariners must 
comply with the International 
Regulations for Preventing Collisions qt 
sea, 1972 (33 CFR part €Id, and those 
waters upon-which mariners must 
comply with the Inland Navigation 
~ ~ 1 6 s . -  

- 

Council means the New England 
Fishery Management Council. 

Dads)-at-sea IDASl means each 24- 
hourd*ehod of &e during which a 
fishing vessel is absent hrm port far 
purposes of scallop fishing. 

Dealer means any person who 
receives scallops for a commercial 
puJpose from &e owner or operator of 
B vessel, other than exclusively for ' 

transport on land. 
Dredge or dredge gear means gear 

consisting of a mouth &me attached to 
a holding bag constructed of metal rings, 
or-any other modification to this design, 
that can be or is used in the harvest of 

. Atlantic sea scallops. 
Dredge iop means the mesh panel in  

the top of a dredge and immediately 
adjacent rings and l i d s  found between 
the bail of the M g e ,  &e club stick and 
?he two side panels. The bail of the 
Bredge is the rigid structure of the 
forward portioi of the dredge that 
connects to the warp and holds the 
dredge open. The club stick is the rigid 
bar at the tail of the dredge bag that is 
attached to the rings. 

Dredge vessel means any fishing 
vessel that is equipped for fishing using 
dredge gear and that is capable of 
catching Atlantic sea scallops. 

Fishery Management Plan [ F W )  
means the Fishery Management Plan fbr 
Atlantic Sea Scallops, as amended. 

G m s  registered tonnage m k n s  the 
gass  registered tonnage specified on the 
U.S. Coast Guard documentation for a 
vessel. 

Land means to enter port with fish on 
board, to begin ofiloading fish, or to 
ofnoad fish. 

Net tonnage means the net tonnage 
specified on the U.S. Coast Guard 
documentation for a vessel. 

Offload means to begin to remove, to 
remove, to pass over the rail, or 

-- 

otherwise take away fish from any 
vessel. 

Operator means the master or captain 
of the vessel, or other individual on 
board the vessel, who is in charge of 
that vessel's operations. 

Postmark means independently 
verifiable evidence of date of mailing, 
such as U.S. Postal Service postmark. 
United Parcel Service (U.P.S.] or other 
private carrier postmark, certified mail 
receipt, overnight mail receipt, or 
receipt received upon hand delivery to 
an authorized representative of NMFS. 

Regional Director means the Director. 
Northeast Region, NMFS, 1 Blackburn 
Drive, Gloucester, MA 01930-2298. or a 
designee. 

Re orting month means a period of 
time !e ginning at 0001 hours local time 
on the first day of each calendar month 
and ending at 2400 hours local time on 
the last day of each calendar month. 

Reporting week means a period of 
time beginning at 0001 hours iocal time 
on Sunday; and ending at 2400 hours 
local time the following Saturday. 

Re-rig or re-rigged means physical 
alteration of the vessel or its gear in 
order to transform the vessel Lila one 
capable of fishing commercially for sea 
scallops. 

Sea Scallop Plah Development Team 
(PDT) means a team of technical experts 
appointed b the Council. 

Shell heiAt is a straibt line 
measurement from the hinge to the 
outermost part of *e shell, that is, the 
edge furthest away from the hinge. 

Shucking or to shuck means opening 
or to open a scallop and removing the 
meat or the adductor muscle from the 
shell. 

Shucking machine means any 
mechanical device that automatically 
removes the meat or the adductor 
muscle from a scallop shell. 
Sorting machine x e a s  any . 

mechanical device that automatically 
sorts whole scallops by shell height, 
size, or other physical characteristics. 

Transfer means to begin to remove, to 
remove, to pass over the rail, or 
otherwise take away fish from any 
vessel and move them to another vessel. ' 

Tmwl means gear consisting of a net 
that is towed and is capable of catching 
sea scallops, including Danish and 
Scottish seine gear. 

TJUW~ sweep means the total length of 
- the footrope on a trawl net that is 

directly attached to the webbing of a 
ne t  

Trip is the period of time during 
which a fishing vessel is absent fmm 
port, beginning when the vessel leaves 
port and ending when the vessel returns 
io port. 

- 

Under agreement for construction 
 means that the keel has been laid and 
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that there is a written agreement to at least one trip completed during 1988 history for purposes of replacing the 
construct a fishing vessel. or 1989; or, vessel. 

Vessel registered length means the (B) The vessel was under written (4) Replacement vessel; To be 
registered l e e  specified on the US. agreement for construction or for re- eligible to replace a vessel that has been 
Coast Guard documentation for a vessel rigging on or prior to March 2,1989, and issued a limited access scallop permit. 
or on the state for a vessel the vessel was issued a Federal scallop the replacement vessel must meet the 
not required to be documented under permit and landed ~callops between following criteria: 
Title 46 U.S.C. if the state-registered h4arch 2119899 and b'larch 281990; or* [i) The replacement vessel's 
length is verified by an authorized (C) The vessel was purchased between horsepower may not exceed by more 
officer. March 2,1989, and November 28,1990; than 20 percent the horsepower of the 

Vessel Trucking System [VTS) means it had been a scaUop vessel it is replacing as of the date the - 

a vessel trachg system as set fonh in permit and landed scallops between vessel it is replacing was initially issued 
6so.zsla)lzl approved by N M F ~  January 1,1982. and January 1,1988; a 1994 limited access d l o p  permit as 

and it had been issued a Federal scallop specified on a valid application for a lor ure scsllq vesaels as reqw and landed more fisn 400 this part permit under this section; except that. 
pounds (181.44 kg) of scallops on any the horsepower of the replacement VTS unit means a device installed on one tri completed In 1990; or, vessel may not exceed the horsepower 

a used tracLing (D) A e  vessel is replacing a vessel of the vessel being replaced if the 
and transmittingthe tracked position as that meets any of the criteria set forth in horsepower of the vessel being replaced required by this part paragraph faf(lI(il(A1. Iaf(l)(i)(B) or has been increased through upgrade or 
9 6N.3 Relation to other b w s  (a)[l)(i)(C) of this section. vessel replacement &om that specified 

(ii) No more than one vessel may when the vessel being replaced initially la) The relation of Chis part to other qualify, at any one time, for a limited applied for a 1994 limit& access -]lop laws is set forth in 5 620.3 of this access m l b p  permit based on that or permit; and, chapter. another vessel's fishing and pennit (ii) The replacement vessel's length. 
Nothing these %uIationssha1l history. If more than one vessel owner gross registered tonnage, and net . 

s u p e d e  r.ore restrictive state claims eligibility for a limited access tonnage may not exceed by more than 
management measures for Atlantic sea scallop permit, based on one vessd's 10 percent the length, gross registered 
scallops. fishing and permit history, the Regional tonnage, and net tonnage of the vessel 
5 650.4 vessel permits. - Director shall determine who is entitled being replaced, based on specifications 

to qualify for :he limited access scallop provided in the initial 1994 application 
Any vessel of the Urifed States that pernit and DAs allocation for a limited access scallop permit; 

fishes for, possesses, or lands Per trip according to ( a ~ 3 )  of this except that. the length, gross registered 
Atlantic sea scallops in quantities section. tonnage, and net tonnage of the 
greeter than 40 pounds (18.14 kg) (iii) A limited access scallop p e d t  replacement vessel may not exceed the 
shucked scailops Or (176.2 for 1994 will not be issued unless the length, gross registered tonnage, and net 
in-shell, except vessels chat fish application for s u d ~  pennit is received tonnage of the vessel initially issued a 
exclusively in state waters for sea by the Regional Director on or before limited access scallop permit if any or 
scallops, must have been issued and ~~~~~b~~ al, 1994. all of these specifications have been 
cany on board an authorizing letter ( 2 )  Eligibility in 1995 and thmafrer. increased through upgrade or vessel 
issued under § 650.4(al(~llvi)i~), a valid be eligibre to m e w  or apply for a =placement from that specified when 
limited access scallop permit or a valid limited eccess -110p permit after 1994, the vessel being q l a c e d  initially 
geneml scallop permit* issued under a vessel must have been issued a limited applied for a 1994 limited access scallop 
this section. access scallop permit for the preceding permit. For purposes of this paragraph. 

(a) Limited access scallop permits. year, or the vessel must be replacing a a vessel not required b be documented 
Any vessel of the United States that vessel that had been issued a limited mder Title 46, u . S . ~  be 
possesses or lands per t r i p  more than access scallop permit for h e  preceding to be 5 - rngistered tons. 
400 pounds (181.44 kg) of shucked year, and, if applicable, the vessel must For undocumented vessels, net tonnage 
scallopsor the equivalent amount of in- meet the criteria set forth in paragraph does not apply. 
shell scallops (50 U.S. bushels 117.62 (a)(4) of this d o n .  If more than m e  (5) Upgmded vessel. To remain 
hll), except vessels fhat fish exclusively vessel owner claims eligibility to apply eligible to retain a valid limited access 
in state waters for sea scallops, must for a limited eccess scallop permit based scallop permit, or to apply for. or renew 
have been issued and CEIITY on board an 0, one v-1'~ fishing and permit a limited access scallop pennit,-a vessel 
authorizing letter isswd under history after 1994, the Regional Director may be upgraded. whether through 
5 650.4(a)(9l(vi)CD). or a valid Federal shall determine who is entitled to refitting or replacement, only if the 
limited access ~ u o p  pernit To quafib qualify for the limited access scallop upgrade complies with the following 

* for a limited access scallop permit a p-it and the T)AS &-tion limitations: 
vessel must meet rhe following criteria. according to paragraph fa1131 of this (i) The vessel's horsepower may be 
as applicable: section. increased. whether through refitting or 

(I) Eligibility irr 1994. (i) To be eligible (3) Change in ownership. The fishing replacement. only one. Such aq 
to obtain a limited access scallop permit and pennit history of a vessel is increase may not exceed 20 pertznt of 
for 1994. a vessel must meet one of the presumed to transfer with the vessel - the hoppower of the vessel initially 
following criteria: whenever it is bought, sold, or . issued a 1894 limited access d b p  

(A) 'Ihe vessel had been issued a otherwise transferred. unless there is  a permit as specified in that vessel's 
Federal scallop permit in 1988 or 1989, written agreement, signed by tbe - permit application for e 1994 limited 
and the vessel landed more than 400 transferor/seller and t.ransFeree/buyer. or access scallop pemiC; and, 
pounds (181.44 kg] of shucked scallops other credible written evidence, (ii) The vessel's lem gross 
or the equivalent amount of in-shell verifying that the transferp11seUer is registered tonnage and net toonage m y  
scallops (50 U.S. bushels (17.62 Id)) on retaining the vessel fishing and.permit be upgraded, whether =fitting 
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or replacement, only once. Such an all Iimited access scallop vessels at the is established and approved by the 
increase shall not exceed 10 percent time of emit appficatian. Regional Diredtor. an a p p e h t  may 
each of the length. gross registered ( i i i~&d  ownem who were initially request that the initial decision d hid  
tonnage, and net w a f  the vessel issued a 1994 Iimited access scalIop her appeal be reviewed by the Appeals 
initially issued a 1994 l tmitedwxs permit, or were issued or renewed a Board. Pf such a request is made,a the 
scallop permit as specified in that limited aceess sdTop permit For a Regional'Directm shall forward the 
vessel's application for a 1994 limited vessel in 1995 and thereafler in - . request to the Appeals Board within 15 
access scallop permit. This 1' " a:- compliance with the owmrship days after receipt. Any initial decision 
allows anly one upgrade, at which time restrictions m p a r a g e  (al(7lT)Ciil of this reviewed by an Appeals Board made up 
any or all three specifications of vessel section, are eligible terenew such of other than Federal employees shalI he 
size rnay be increased. This type of permitts), regadless of whether the .open to the public, including alI 
upgrade may be done separately from an renewal of the permits wilt exceed the documentation presented to support the 
en p.. ine horsepawer upgrade. 5 percent ownership r e s m o m .  appeal The Appeals Board shall make 

1111 A replacement of a vessel that (iv) Havirrg an ownership interest findings and a recornmendation to the 
does not result in increasing includes, but is not limited to, persons Council, which shall be advisory only. 
horsepower, length, gross registered who are shareholders in 8 vessel owned The CounciI in turn shall make findings 
tonnage or net tonnage is not considered by a corporation. who are partners and an advisorysnly recommendatian 
an u grade for purposes of this section. (general or limited) to a vessel owner, or to the Regional Director. 

[S f~o t i~ca t i on  of eligibility for 1994. who, -way, P* 0- a vessel. (v] Upon receivingthe findings and a 
(i) NMFS will attempt to notify all (8)  CmoIidathn resh%tba Limited recommendation, the Regional Directm 
owners of vesset for which hWS has access scallop permits and DAS will issue a final decision on the appeal. 
credible evidence that they meet the allocations may not be combined or The Regional Director's decision is the 
criteria described in paragraph (alf f) of consolidated. final administrative action of the 
this section, that they qualify for a (9) Appeal of denml of limited crccess De artment of Commerce. 
limited access scallop permit if they scallop ppamit. ti] Any applicant denied 8 i )  Status of vessels ending appeal 
meet the requirements contained in 

appeal the denial to the R-al 
P a limited access scallop permit, may of a limited access scal crp permit 

paragraphs (c) through fg) of this denid. A vessel for which an 
section. Diredor within 30 ctays al the notice of application has been completed and an 

[ii) If a vessel owner has not been denial. Any such appeal must be based appeal has beeninitiated may fish 
notified that the vessel is eligible to be on one or more of the following under one of tha following IlAS 
issued a limited a- scallop permit, grounds, mst ba in writing, must allocation categories Based 0-n which 
and the vessel owner believes that state the p u n &  for the ap eal: criteria is applicable. pending a final 
is credible evidence that the v e d  daes (A) n e  inf-don *dby me decision on the appeal, if the vessel has 
qualify Mder the pertinent criteria, the Regional Direcwwas based an ' on board a letter of authorization hom 
vessel owner may apply for a limited mistaken or i n c a m d a t a ;  the Regional Director. 
access scallop permit by meeting the (B) The applicsnt-kas prevented by (A) A vessel owner appealing under 
requirements descritwd mder circumstances bepond h i s /h  control this part who can establish credible 
paragraphs (dl and (el of this section from meeting relevant criteria; or evidence, or NMFS records, that hislher 
and by submitting the inhmatian CC) T b  applicant Bas new or vessel completed at least 10 trips. each 
described in paragraphs bHa1 b u g h  additional information. landing more than 400 pounds C181.44 
(a)(5) of this section. h the event tfie {ii) The Regional Dhxtor win appoint kg$ of shucked scallaps or 50 
application is denied, the a p p k a d  may a designee whwwilI make tbeinitia1 bushels (1 7.62 hl) of in-shell scaUops, in 
appeal as specified in paragraph (aM9) of decisf R on theapped. any consecutive 12-month period 
this section. If, though either of these 6%) The a p p e h t  may repuest a during I991 -1992, may fish under the 
procedures the Regianal Dimdm review d the i r m i  decision by the Full-time DAS allocation, pending a 
determines that the vessel meets the Regional Dkcterby so T r i g  io finat decisionm. the appeal. 
eligibility &teria, a limited amess writing within 30 deJs of noticeof (El] A vesse1 ownerappealing under 
scallop pd will be issued to the initial decision. If the appellant does not this part who cannot meet the criteria 
vesseI. request a review ofthe initiaI decision specified in paragraph (alt9)tviKA). but 

( 7 )  Percentage ownership restcidbm- within 30 days, the initial decision shall who can establish thmugh credible 
(i) Any vessel owner is eligible to apply become &06nal adnrinistrativeaction evidence, or NMFS records, that hidher 
for and be issued a 1994 limited access of the Department of ~ m t m e .  The vessel completed at least 5 trips, each 
scallop p m i  for m y  vessel owned as appellant's request for d e w  must &ct landing more than 400 pow& (18144 
of March 1,1994, provided that the either b have thenlriew conducted by kg] of shucked scallops or 50 U.S. 
vessel meets all pertinent criteria in this a hearing &erappointed by the bushels (I 7.62 hlyo? in-shen scaIIops, in 
part regardless of the owner's ownership Regional Director orbpan Advisory any 12 consecutive m n t h  period during 
in other scalIop vessels on March I, Appeals Board if established pursuant 1991-1992, may fish under the Part- 
1994. to aragrepk [a)@)(ivjfB) of this d o n .  time DAS allocation. pending a find 

(ii] For any vessel ecqrzired aAer $4 Rtcont&atiom to the Regiond decision on the appeal 
March 1,1994, except as provided in Director. [A) Heming €@cm. If He (C) A vessel owner appealing under 
paragraph [a)M(iii) af this section, a initial decision is r e v i d  6y a ha&g this part who cannot meet the criteria 
vessel owner is not eligible @be issued officer, &elmring officershall make specified in paragraph (aK9NviHA) or 
a limited access scallop permit b r  the fin&ngs and a re~~mmedatiun to &re [a)(9)(vi](B], but who can establish 
vessel if the i s suam of h e  pennit will - RegionalDirector which && be through credible evidence, m NMFS 
result in tb uessel OWIXX, or any person advisory only. records, that their vesseI completed at 
whq is a sharehcdder or partner d the fa) Advisory Appeufs M. The least one trip, landing more than 400 
vessel owner, hving an ownership Regionel D i m a y  estabblr, or - pounds (181.44 kg) af shucked s d b p s  
interest in limM scaltop vessels request the C d l  to estaba,  w or 50 U.S. bushels fl7A2 hll din-shell 
in excess of 5 percent of the n u d m r  d Advisory Appeal &ad. f such 6 board scallops, during 1991-1992, may fish 
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under the Occasional DAS allocation, deficiency in the application pursuant scallop permit as of August 3,1992, 
pendin a final decision on the appeal. w ! i s  section. Applicants for limited - sufficient documentation to ascertain 

ID) ~ i e  decision and notification access scallop permits who have not the different engine horsepower; 
whether to allow any vessel that been notified of eligibility by the (iii) If applying for Full-time or Part- 
presents evidence under paragraphs Regional Director shall provide time limited access scallop permit, or if 
(a)(9)(vi)(A) through (aI(S)(vi)(C) of this information with the application opting to use a VTS unit although not 
section to fish under one of the three sufficient for the Regional Director to required, a copy of-the vendor 
categories of DAS, pending a final determine whether the vessel meets the installation receipt fmm a WS- 
decision on the appeal, will be provided eligibility requirements specified under approved VTS vendor as described in 
by the Regional Director in an paragraph (a)(l) of this section. 5 650.25(a); and 
authorizing letter. Any such decision is Applications for 1994 limited access . (iv) If applying for the small dredge the final administrative action of the scallop permits under this section will set forth under 5 650.21(~), an Department of Commerce on allowable not be accepted after December 33. annual declaration into the program. fishing activity pending a final decision 1994. Acceptable forms of proof (0 Fees. The Regional Director may on the appeal. The authorizing letter include, but are not limited to, state charge a fee to mover the must be carried on board the vessel weigh-out records, packout forms, administrative expense of issuing a while participating in the DAS program. settlement sheets. grocery receipts. fuel required under this me 
If the appeal is finally denied, the receipts, and bridge logs. amount of the fee shall be calculated in Regional Director shall send a notice of (e) Information requirements. (1) b 

accordance with the pmcedvres of the final denial to the vessel owner; the addition to a6plicable information 
NOAA Finance Handbook for authorizing letter becomes invalid 5 required to be provided by paragraph (d) determining adminisUative costs of each da s after receipt of the notice of denial. of this section, an application for either 

&) General s edop  permit. Any vessel a limited access or general scallop special product or service. The fee may 
of the United States that is not in permit must contain at least the not exceed such costs and is specified 
possessiorr of a fimited access scalIop following information, and any other with each form. The 
permit, and that possesses, or lands per information re uired by the Regional fee must accompany each 

8 application; if it does not, the trip, more than 40 pounds (18.14 kg) Director: Vesse name; owner name, 
and less than or including 400 pounds mailing address, and telephone number; be 
(181.44 kg), of shucked meats, or the U.S. Coast Guard documentation incomplete for purposes of paragraph (g) 
equivalent amount of in-shell scallops number and a copy of vessel's U.S. of this section. 
(5 and 50 U.S. b d e l s  (176.2 1 and Coast Guard documentation or, if (g) Issuance. (3) Except as provided in 
17.62 hl), respectively), except vessels u n d h e n t e d ,  state registration subpart D of 15 CFR part 904 and under 
that fish exclusively in state waters for number and a copy of the state §650.4(a)(9), the Regional Director shall 
scallops, must carry on board a valid registration; home port and principal issue a Federal scallop vessel permit 
general scallop permit. port of landing; length; gross tonnage; within 30 days of receipt of the 

(c) Condition. Vessel owners who net tonnage; engine horsepower; year application unless: 
apply for a permit under this section the vessel was built; type of (i) The a p p l i h t  has failed to submit 
must agree as a condition of the permit ansm&on;  type of propulsion; a completed application. An application 
that the vessel and vessel's fishing. -' approximate fish-hold capacity; type of is complete when all requested forrris, 
catch, crew size, and pertinent gear fishing gear used by the vessel; number information, documentation, and fees, if 
(without regard to whether such fishing of crew; permit category; if the owner is applicable, have been received and the 
m ~ ~ r s  in the EEZ or landward of the a corporation, a copy of the Certificate applicant has submitted all applicable 
EEZ, and without regard to where such of Incorporation, and the names and reports specified at § 650.7; or, 
fish or gear are possessed, taken, or addresses of all shareholders owning 25 (ii) The application was not received 
landed), are subject to all requirements percent or mom of the corporation's by the Regional Director by the 
of this part, unless exempted from such shares; if the owner is a partnership, a deadlines set forth in parapphs 
requimments under % 650.27. The vessel copy of the Partnership Agreement and (,)(l)(iii) and (p) of this section; or, and all such fishing, catch, crew size, the names and addresses of all partners; tiii) The applicant and applicantls and gear shall remain subject to all if there is more than one owner, names vessel failed to mmt all eligibility applicable state or 10-1 requirements. If of all owners having owned more than requirements described in paragrsphs a requirement of this part and a 25 percent interest; and name and- 
management n~e~~Sure required by State signature of the owner or the owner's (a)(l) and (a)@) of this section; or, 
or local law differ, any vessel owner authorized representative. (iv) For applicants applying for a Full- 
permitted to fish in the EEZ must time or Part-time limited access scallop . (21 Applications for a limited access 

the appUQnt has failed to meet comply with the more restrictive scallop permit must also contain the 
irement. following information: all of the VTS requirements as described 

d) Vessel permit application. "S" (i) For every person named by 
~ in 5 650.25; or, 

Applicants for a permit under this applicants for limited access scallop [v) The applicant has failed to meet 
section must submit a completed permits pwsuant to paregraph (e)(l) of mY ofher application requirements 
application on an appropriate form this section, the names of all other stated in 50 CF'R part 650. 
obtained from the Regional Director. vessels in which that person has an (2) Upon receipt of an incomplete or 
The application must be signed by the ownership interest and for which a improperly executed application, the 
owner of the vessel, or the owner's limited iccess scallop permit has been Regional Director shall notify the 
authorized representative, and be issued or applied for; applicant of the deficiency in the 
submitted to the Regional Director at (ii) The engine horsepower of the application. If the applicant fails to 
least 30 days before the date on which vessel as specified in the vessel's permit correct the deficiency within 30 days. 
the applicant desires to have f i e  permit documentation as of August 3,1992; or, following the date of notification, the 
made effective. The Regional Director if the engine horsepower is different application will be considered 
will notify the applicant of any from that stated in the vessel's Federal abandoned. 
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0-1) Expiration. A permit will e x p h  abandoned through failure t c r r e m  ar security number loptianal) and 
upon the renewal date specified in the otherwise, no limited access scallop signature of the applicant The applicant 
permit. permit may be reissued orrenewed must also provide two color paspart 

(i) Duration A permit is valid until it based on that vessel's history or to any size photographs. 
is revoked, suspended, or modified vessel relying on that vessel's history. (e) Fees. The Regional D i t o r  may 
under 15 O X  part 904, or until it charge a fee to recover the 
otherwise expires, or ownership 9650.5 Operator permitn administrative expense d issuing a 
changes, or the applicant has failed to (a) &neml- Any o ~ e r a t o i ~ f  a vessel permit required mder this &on The 
report any change in the information on issued a Federal limited access ~ Q P  amount of the fee is d a t e d  in 
the permit application to the Regional Permit under 5 650.4, Or U Y  Operator of accardance with the procedms of the 
Director as specified in paragraph (I) of a vessel fishing for scallops in the EEZ NOAA F i m d a l  Hand- for 
this section. Federal fishing vessel or in possession of more than 40 p d  d e t e m g  the costs of 
permits must be renewed annually and (18.14 kg) of Sh~cked s c a u o ~ s ~  f~ 5 US. each special product or service. The fee 
unless renewed will expire upon the bushels (176.2 1) of in-shell *W in may not exceed such casts and is 
renewal date specified in the permit. 0' harvested from the EEZ. must specified with each application form. 

(j] Replacement. Replacement on board a vatid operator's permit The appropriate fee must accompany 
permits, for an otherwise valid permit, issued under Pa* each application; if it does not,the 
may be issued by the Regional Director Operator a~~ i i ca t i on .  A ~ ~ l i c m t s  application will be cansidered 
when requested in writing by tbe owner a permit under this sedan must incomplete for purposes of paragraph Q 
or authorized representative, stating the submit a c a ~ l e t e d  permit application of this section. 
need for replacement, the name of the On an a ~ r o ~ r i a t e  form obtained from [O Issuall~e Except a s  provided in 
vessel, and the Federal Fisheries Permit theRegiona1 Director. The application subpart D of 15 CFR part 904, the 
number assigned. An application for a must be signed by the aP licant and Regional Director shall issue an 
replacement permit will not be submitted to the RegionafDirector at ope,torls permit 30 days of 
considered a new application. An least 30 d a ~  prior to the date on which receipt of a compleM application if the 
appropriate fee nay be charged for the applicant desires to have €he pennit miteria specified h i n  are met. upon 
issuance of the replacement made effective. The Regional Director receipt of w p b t e  or improperly 

(k) Transfer. Permits issue?,"!& this win the a ~ ~ f i c a n t  of any ' executed application, the Regional 
part are not transferable or assignable. A deficiency in the a p ~ l i c d a n  Pwuant Director will notify the applicant of the 
permit is valid only far the vessel and this deficiency in the application. If the 
owner to whom it is issued. (c) Condition. Vessel operators who applicant fails to the d e ~ e n c g  

(1) Change in applicatian information. for an permit under within 30 days following the date af 
Within 15 days after a change in the this wction must as a notification, the application will be 
information contained in an application this permit that the Operator and considered ebandoned. 
submitted under this section, a written vessel's fishing* sizepand (g) Expiration. A permit will expire 
notice of the change must be m M ~  pertinent gear w a r d  to upon the renewal date specified in the 
to the Regional Directm. ff the written whether such fishing in t h e m  permit. 
notice of the change in infonaation is or landward of the EEZ, and without (h) M o n ,  A permit is valid until 
not received by the R e g i d  Direct- WWd-to where such fish or gem it Cs revoked, suspended, or modified 
within 15 days, the permit is void. possessed. taken, or Iandedl, are suhjed under 15 CFR part 904, or otherwise 
(m) Atterntion. Any germit that has to all requirements of this Part while expires, or the applicant has failed to 

been altered erased, or mutilated is fishing in the EEZ or on board a vessel report a cbw in the information on 
invalid. pemitted under $650.4, unless the permit application to the Regional 

(n) Disploy. Any permit issued under exempted from such requirements Director as specified in paqraph (k) of 
this part must be maintain& in b i l e  under 5 650.27. The vessel and dl such this section. 
condition and display& for inspection fishing. catch, crew size, and gear will (i) Rejdmement. Replacement - 
upon q u e s t  by any authorized office. remain subject to an applicable state or permits, for otherwise valid permits, 

(0) Sanctions. Procedures g o v a  hid requirements. F d m ,  such may Be issued by the Regional Director 
enforcement-related permit sanctions operators must agree as a canditim Of when requested in writing ty the 
and denials are found at subpart D of 15 this permit that if the permit is applicant, stating the need for 'I 

CFR part 904. suspended or revoked pu1sUBnt to 15 - replacement and the Federal operator 
(p) Limited access scallop permit CFR part 904, the operator cmmt be on permit number assigned. An applicant 

renewal. To renew or apply for a limited board any fishing vessel issued a far &repla-nt permit must also 
access scallop permit in 1995 and Federal FisheriesPermit or any vessel pro* two c o k  passport size photos ' 

thereafter, a completed application must s u h j j  to Federal Gshing ~eguMoats of the applicant* An a p p l i  for a 
be received by the R e g i ~ a l  lXrecbf by while the vessel is at sea or engaged in r e p h e n t  pernit will not be 
December 31 of the year befare the offloading. If a requirement of this part considered a new application. An 
permit is needed. Fo? example, to and a management measurerequired by ap ro riate See may be ch 
receive a limited access d l o p  permit state or local law differ, any operator 1) 2!mllsfer.  emits issu%%dertfiis 
for 1996. vesseI owners must apply by issued a permit under this part Hllust part are not transferahla or &ma&. A 
December 31,1995. Fail- to nenew a comply with the more restrictive permit i s d i d  d y  farthe person to 
limited access scallop permit in any re uizement. whom it is issued 
year bars the renewal of the pennit in ?dl w m t i a n  r e q d m h  (k] Chmge m u p ~ o n  
subsequent ears. applicant must provide at least all the i n f m t i m .  Natice of a draage in the 
(q) ~bandbnment or vahmfary following krfomatlon and my ,@hex permit holder's name, ar 

relinquishment of Jirnifed access sc&p informetion required by the l7egbd telephone number must k submitted in 
permits. If a vessel's timlted access Director: wme, mailing eddaas, a d  writing to. mi rectiyedby, ?ha Regional 
scallop permit is voluntarily telephona nunher; date oft&& heir Director within 15 days a f h  c b q p  in 
relinquished to the Regiod Director. or color; eye cabg; height; we* sacid infonnatioa, If mitten noti- af the 
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change in information is not received by The appropriate fee must accompany (rn13ederal versus state requirements. 
the Regional Director within 15 days. each application; if it does not, the If a requirement of this part differs from 
the emit  is void. application will be considered a fisheries management measure 

~PAlteration. Any pennit that has incomplete for purposes of paragraph (e) required by state law, any d d e r  issued 
been altered, erased, or mutilated is - of this section. a Federal dealer permit must comply 
invalid. (el Issuance. Except as provided in with the more restrictive requirement. 

(m) Display. Any permit issued under subpart D of 15 CFR part 904, the (n) Sanctions. Procedures governing 
this part must be maintained in legible Regional Director will issue a permit at enforcement-related ermit sandions 
condition and displayed for inspection any time during the fishing year to an and denials are foun at subpart D of 15 
upon request by any authorized officer. applicant unless the applicant has failed CFR part 904. 

8 
In1 Sanctions. Vessel operators with to submit a completed application. An Ln 650650, ~oFdkwp,ngld npadna 

suspended or revoked permits mey not application is complete when all 
be on board a Federally permitted requested forms, information, and (a) Dealers-41) Weekly report. 
fishing vessel in any capacity while the documentation have been received and Dealers mail at least the foliowing 
vessel is at sea or engaged in offloading. the applicant has submitted all information to the Regional Director. or 
F'rocedures governing enforcement applicable reports specified in official designee, on a weekly basis on 
related permit sanctions and denials are § 650.7[a). Upon receipt of an forms supplied by or approved by the 
found at sabput D of 15 CFR art 904. incomplete or improperly executed Regional Director. Or* if authorized in 

(01 Vessel owner responsibi f' ity. Vessel application, the Regional Director will writing by the Regional Director, dealers 
owners art? responsible for ensuring that notify fie applicant of the deficiency in may submit reports electronically or 
their vessels are operated by an the application. If the applicant fails to k u g h  other media. The following 
individual with a valid operator's conect the deficiency w5&in 30 days information, and any other information 
permit issued under this section. following the date of notification, the required by the Regional Director, must 

application will be considered be provided: Name and mailing address 
4 650.6 Dealer permits. abandoned. of dealer; dealer number, name and 

(a) A11 dealers must have been issued [f l  Expiration. A pen i t  will expire permit number of the vessels frum 
and have in their possession a valid upon therenewal date s w f i e d  in h e  which fish are landed or received; dates 
permit issued under this part. permit. of purchases; pounds by species; price 

(bl Dealer application. ~pplicants for (g) Duration. A pennit is valid until it by species; and portlanded. Xf no fish 
a permit under this section mufit submit is rn0ked, suspended, or is purchased during the week, a report 
a completed application on an under 15 CFR part 904, or otherwise so stating must be submitted. 
appropriate form provided by the expires, or ownership changes, or the (2) Annual report. All persons 
Regional Erector- The application must applicant has failed to report any required to submit reports under 
be signed by the applicant and change in the information on the permit paragraph (aI(l1 of this sfdon are 
submitted to the Regional Director at application to the Regional Director as required to complete the "Employment 
least 30 days hefore the date upon re uired by paragra h ('1 of this section. Data" section of the Annual Processed 
w*A the applicm desires to have the qh) ~e~lacemenf.~e~\acement Products Reports; the other information 
permit made effective. The Regional permits, for otherwise valid pennits, on that form is voluntary. R uired data 
D i d o r  will notify the applicant of any may be issued by the Regional Director are the number of employep andling 
deficiency in the application pursuant when requested in writing by the 

"h 
fishery products by month. Reports for 

to this section. applicant, stating the need for a given calendar year shall be submitted 
(c] Information requiremenl. replacement and the Federal dealer to: NMFS Statistics, 186 Water Street, 

A ? ~ l i ~ t i o ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ n ~ a f  k a S f  the permit number sslgned. An application Woods Hole, h4A 02543, and must be 
follawing information and any other for a replacement permit will not be postmarked by February 10 of the 
hfomation required by the Regional considered a new application. An following year. 

.Director: Company name, place(s1 of ap , riate fee may & ch ed. (3) Inspection. The dealer shall make 
business, mailing address(es1 and 6) 8ansfer. Permits i s s s  under this available copies of the required reports 
teiephone numbeds); owner's name; part are not transferable or assignable. A that have been submitied, or should 
dealer permit number [if a renewal); and permit is valid only for the person to have been submitted, and the records 
name and signature of the person whom, or other business entity to upon which the reports were based, 
responsible for the truth and accuracy of which, it is issued. immediately upon request for 
the report. If the dealer is a corporation. (j) Change in application information. inspection by an authorized officer, or 
a copy of the certificate of incorporation Within 15 days after a change in the by an employee of NMFS designated by 
must be included with the application. information contained in an application the Regional Director to make such 
Lf a partnership, a copy of the submitted under this section, a written inspections. 
Partnership Agreement and the names. report of the change must be submitted (4) Record retention. Copies of 
and addresses of all partners must be to, and received by, the Regional reports, and records upon which the 
included with the application. Director. If written notice of the change reports were based, must be retained 

(dl Fees. The R e n a l  Director may in information is not received by the and available for review for one year 
charge a fee to recover the Regional Director within 15 days, the after the date of the last entry on the 
administrative expense of issuing a permit is void. report. The dealer shall retain such 
permit requited under this section. The (k] Alteration. Any permit that has 

' 

reports and records at its principal place 
amount of the fee is calculated in been altered, erased, or mutilated is of business. 
accordance with the procedures of the invalid. (5) Submitting reports. Reports must -. 

NOAA Finance Handbook for (1) Display. Any permit, or a valid be received or postmarked, if mailed, 
determining the administrative costs of duplicate thereof, issued under this part within 3 days after the end of each 
each special product or service. The fee must be maintained in legible condition reporting week. Each dealer will be sent 
may not exceed such costs and is and displayed for inspection upon forms and instructions, including the 
specified with each application form. - request by any authorized officer. address to which to submit reports, 
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shortly after receipt of a dealer permit. 
If no product was purchased during a 
week, a report so stating must be 
submitted. 

Ib) Vessel o~vners-(l) Fishing log 
reports. The owner of any vessel 
holding a Federal scallop permit under 
5 650.4 shall maintain, on board the 
vessel, and submit an accurate daily 
fishing log report for all fishing trips 
regardless of species fished for or taken, 
.on forms supplied by or approved by 
the Regional Director. If authorized in 
writing by the Regional Director, vessel 
owners may submit reports 
electronica!ly, using the VTS, or other 
media. At least the following 
information, and any other information 
required by the Regional Director, must 
be provided Vessel name; U.S. Coast 
Guard (USCG) documentation number 
(or state registration number if 
undocumented); permit number; date1 
time sailed; dateltime landed; trip type; 
number of crew; gear fished; quantity 
and size of gear, meshtring size; chart 
area fished; average depth; latitude1 
longitude (or l o rn  station and 
bearings); total hauls per area fished; 
avenge tow time duration; pounds by 
species of all species landed and 
discarded; dealer permit number; dealer 
name; date sold; port and state landed; 
and vessel operator's name, signature, 
and operator permit number. 

(2) M'hen to fill in the log. Such log 
reports must be filled in, except for 
information required but not yet 
ascertainable, before offloading has 
begun. At the end of a fishing trip all 
information in paragraph (b)(l) of tbis 
section must be filled in for each fishing 
trip before starting the next fishing trip. 

(3) Inspection. Owners and operators 
shall make, immediately upon request. 
the fishing log reports currently in use 
or to be submitted available ior 
inspection by an authorized officer, or 
an employee of the NMFS designated by 
the Regional Director to make such 
inspections, at any time during or after 
a trip. 

(4) Record retention. Copies of fishing 
log reports must be retained and 
available for review for one year after 
the date of the last entry on the report. 

(5) Submitting reports. Fishing log 
reports must be received or postmarked, 
if mailed, within 15 days after the end 
of each repofing month. Each owner 
will be sent forms and instructions, 
including the address to which to . 
submit reports, shortly after receipt of a 
Federal Fisheries Permit. If no fishing 
trip is made during a month, a report so 
stating must be submitted. 
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5654.0 Vessel identification. (4) Fail to report to the Regional 
(a) Vessel name. Each fishing vessel Director within 15 days any change in 

subject to this part and that is over 25 the information contained in the permit 
feet (7.6 m] in length must display its application as required under 5 650.4(1) 
name on the port and starboard sides of or 5 650.5(k). 
its bow and, if possible, on its stern. (5) Make any false statement in 

Ib) Oficial number. Each fishing connection with an application under 
vessel subject to this paFt that is over 25 5 650.4 or 5 650.5. 
feet (7.6 ml in length must display its (6) Fail to affix and maintain 
official number on the port and permanent markings as required by 
starboard sides of its deckhouse or hull, 5 650.8. 
and on an appropriate weather deck, so (7) Sell or transfer, or attempt to sell 
as to be visible from above by or transfer, to a dealer any sea scallops 
enforcement vessels and aircraft. The unless the dealer has a valid Federal 
official number is the U.S. Coast Guard Dealer's Permit issued under 5 650.6. 
documentation number or the vessel's (8) Land, omosd, remove, or 
state registration number for vessels not otherwise transfer, or attempt to land, 
required to be documented under title offload, remove, or otherwise transfer 
46 of U.S. Code. Atlantic sea scallops or fish from one 

(c) Numerals. The official number vessel to another vessel. 
must be permanently affixed in Ib) In addition to the prohibitions 
contrasting block Arabic numerals at specified in paragraph (a) of this 
least 18 inches (45.7 cm) in height for _section, it is unlawful for any person 
vessels over 65 feet (19.8 m), and at least owning or operating a vessel issued a 
10 inches (25.4 cm) in height for all limited access scallop permit under . 
other vessels over 25 feet (7.6 m) in 5 650.4(a). or a letter under 
length. 5 650.4(a)(g)(vi)(D), to do any of the 

(d) Duties of onlrer and operator. The following: 
owner and operator of each vessel . (l)(i) Possess, or land per trip, more 
subject to this pait shall: than 400 pounds (181.44 kg) of shucked 

(1) Keep the vessel name and official sea scallops or 50 U.S. bushels (17.62 
number clearly legible and in good hl) of in-shell scallops after using up the 
repair; and vessel's annual DAS allocation or when 

(21 Ensure that no part of the vessel, not participating under the DAS 
its rigging. its fishing gear, or any other program pursuant to 5 650.26. unless 
object obstructs the view of the official exempted from DAS allocations as 
number from an enforcement vessel or provided in 5 650.27. 
aircraft. (ii) Land scallops on more than one 

9 650.9 Prohibltlons 
(a) In addition to the general ' 

$whibitions specified in $620.7 of this 
chapter, it is unlawful for any person 
owning or operating a vessel issued a 
limited access scallop permit or a 
general scallop permit under 5 650.4, or 
a letter under § 650.4(a)(9)(vi)(D], to do 
any of the following: 
(1) Land, or possess at or afier 

landing, in-shell sea scallops smaller 
than the minimum size specified in 
5 650.20(a). All Atlantic sea scallops 
will be subject to inspection and 
enforcement, in accordance with the 
compliance and sampling procedures - 

specified in 5 650.20&), up to and 
including the time when a dealer 
receives or possesses sea scallops for a 
commercial purpose. 

(2) Fail to comply in an accurate and 
timely fashion with the log report, 
reporting. record retention, inspection, 
and other requirements of 5 650.7Ib). 

(3) Fish for. possess, or land sea 
scallops unless the operator of the 
vessel has been issued an operator's 
permit under 5 650.5, and the permit is 
on board the vessel and is valid. 

trip per calendar hay after using up the 
vessel's annual DAS allocation or when 
not participating under the DAS 
program pursuant to 5 650.26, unless 
exempted from DAS allocations as 
provided in 5 650.27. 

(2) Fail to have an approved, 
operational, and functioning VTS unit 
that meets the specifications of 
6 650.25(a) on board the vessel at all 
times, unless the vessel is not subject to 
the VTS requirements specified in - 

§ 650.26. 
(3) If the vessel is not subject to VTS 

requirements specified in 5 650.26, fail 
to comply with any aspect of the call- * 

in system as specified in 5 650.26@). 
(4) Combine, transfer, or consolidate 

DAS allocations. 
(5) Have an ownership interest in 

more than 5 percent of the total numb& 
of vessels issued limited access scallop 
permits, except as provided in 
5 650.4(a)(7)(iii). 

(6) Fish for, possess, or land Atlantic , 

sea scallops with or from a vessel that 
has had the horsepower of such vessel 
or its replacement upgraded or 
increased in excess of the limitations 
specified in  § 650.4(a)(5). - - - 
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(7) Fish for, possess, or land Atlantic than double links as specified and or net material on the top half of the 
sea scallops with or h m  a vessel that described in 5 650.216)(4). dredge of a minimum mesh size smaller 
has had the length, gmss registered (161 Fish under the DAS allocation than that specified in § 650.21(b)(2); 
tonnage, or net tonnage of such vessel pigram with more than 9 v n s ,  ( 4 )  Possess more than 40 pounds 
or its replacement increased or including the operator, on board the (18.14 kg) of shucked scallops or 5 US.  
upgraded in excess of limitations vessel, unless otherwise authorized by bushels (176.1 1) of in-shell scallops 
specified in 5 650.4(a)(5). the Regional Director. while in possession of, or fish for 

(8) Possess more than 40 pounds (17) Fish under the small dredge scallops with, dredge gear containing 
(18.14 kg) of shucked scallops or 5 U.S. PrOPm as specified fn §650.21(eIs rings that have minimum sizes smaller 
bushels (176.1 1) of in-shell seallops with, or while in possession of. a dredge than those specified in 5 650.21@))(3); 
while in possession of, or fish under the that exceeds 10 feet 6 inch- (3.2 m) in (5) Possess more than 40 pounds 
DAS allocation program with, trawl nets overall width. as measured at the widest (18.14 kg) of shucked scallops or 5 US. 
that have a maximum sweep exceeding Point in the bail of the dredge. bushels (176.1 1) of in-shell scallops 
144 feet (43.9 m), as m e a d  by the (18) Fish under the small dredge while in possession of, or fish for 
total length of the footrope that is as specified in 3 650-21(e) with WHOPS with, dredge gear that uses 
directly attached to the webbing of the more than 5 ersons~ including the 1 more than double links between rings of 
a&. Operator, On lXUd the ves.991, Ud8ss dredge gear, 
[9) Fish under the DAS ailoation ~ f h e d s  au thor id  by the Regional (6) Possess more than 40 pounds 

program with, or have availeble f ~ r  Director. (18.14 kg) of shucked scallops or 5 US.  
immediate use, bawl nets ofmesh (I9) To have a shufin13 On bushels (176.1 1) of in-shell scallops 
smaller than the minimum size, as board a vessel or a sorting machine on -while in possession of, or fish for 
specified in § 65021(a)(2). board a Vessel that shucks scallo~s at scallops 4 t h .  dredge gear that uses 

~ i s h  under the DAS allocstion sea while fishing under the DAS cookies, chahng gear or other gear. 
pro- with trawl nets, that use chafing allocation Program* means, or devices on the top half of a 
gear or other means ar devices that authorized by the Regional  or- &edge that obstrud the openings in or 
violate the provisions of 5 650.21(a)(3). 120) Refuse or to an observer between the rings, other than double 

if requested to do so by the Regional (11) Possess more than 40 pounds Director, links as speuRed and described in / 

(18.14 kg) of shucked scallops or 5 U S  (21) hterfem with or bar by 
- 5 650.21 )(4); 

bushels (176.1 1) of in-shell scallops command, threat, (7) Fish for, or land more than 40 
while in possession of, or fish underthe coercion, or of reasonable , 

pounds of, scallops on more than one 
trip per calendar day. d'ocation pm ctredga assistance. an observm conduding hi6 In to the genml ear that has a combined or her duties aboard a vessel. prohibitions specified in 5 620.7 of this width exceeding 31pfoot (9'4 m)* (22) Fail to provide an observer with chapter and the. mhibitions spedM measured et the widest point in the bail the reqM fd, aCCOmm~tions. of each dredge. in paragraphs (a! (b) and (c) of this 

-s aud os61staocss as 'pdfied in section. it is unlawful for any person to (12) POSSSS more than 40 pounds 650.28, (18.14 kg) of shucked scallops or 5 US. (23) ~ ~ i l  to comply with any do any of the following: 
bushels [176.11) of in-shell scallops quirement for decl-g in and out of (1) Possess, or land per Mp, sea 
while in possession of, or fish under the the DAS docation pregram as specified SCBIIOPS in excess of 40 pounds (18.14 
DAS allocation pr~gram with. dredge i, 5 650.26. kg) of shucked scallops or 5 U.S. . gear that uses net or net material on the (24) Fail to With any bushels (1762 1) of in-shell scallops 
top hsE of the dredge of a minimum whment  for pa,+~pawg DS unless: 
mesh size smaller thm that specified in &emption program as specified in (I) The scan0 were harvested by a 
§ 650.21(b)(2). 5 650.27. vessel that has issued and d e s  

(13) Possess more than 40 pounds (c) In addition to the 
L 

PbitiO* on board a general or limited access 
(18.14 kg) of shucked d o g s  or 5 US. s&fied in p m p p h  a) of Phfs - ~callop permit under 5 850.4, or a letter 
bushels (176.1 1) of in-shell ~callops section, it is for my pe- under §650.4(a)(9)(vi)fD), or. 
while in possession of, or fish under the 0-g or 0 rating a vessel issued a P" (ii) The scallops were harvested by a 
DAS allocation p~ with, dredge general s a l  op under 5 650.4(b) vessel without a Federal scallop p d t  
gear containing rings that have to do any of the following: and that fishes for scallops exclushrely 
minimum sizes smaller than those (1) Possess, or land per trip, more in state waters; 
specified in 5 650.21(b)(3). than 400 pounds (181.44 kg) of shucked (2) poses ,  land per MP. sea 

(14) Possess more than 40 pounds scallops or 50 U.S. bushels (17.62 hl) of scallops in excess of 400 pounds (181.44 . 
(18.14 kg) of shucked scallops or 5 US. in-&ell scallops; kg) of shucked scallops or 50 US. 
bushels (176.1 1) of in-sheU scallops (21 Possess mare than 40 pounds bushels (17.62 hl) of in-shell scallops 
while in possession of, or fish under the (18.14 kg) of shucked scallops or 5 U.S. unless: 
DAS allocation program with, dredge bushels (176.1 1) of in-shell scallops (i) The d o  s were harvested by a 
gear that uses more than doubh links while in possession of, or fish for v-1 that has peen h u e d  and canies 
between rings of the gear. scallops with, dredge gear that hes a on board a limited access scaflop permit 

(15) Possess mom than 40 pounds maximum combined M g e  width under 5 650.4(a), or a' letter under 
(18.14 kg) of shucked d o p s  or 5 US. exceeding 31 feet (9.4 m),measured et 5 650.4(a)(9)(vi)(D). or, 
bushels (176.1 1) of inshell scallops the widest point in the bail of & ' (ii) The scallops were harvested by a 
while in possession o& or fish under the dredge; vessel without a Federal s d l o  permit 
IYAS allocation program with, dredge (3) Possess more than 40 pounds and that fishes for -1lops d ! i v s l y  
gear that uses cookies, chafing gear or (18.14 kgf of shucked scallops ar 5 US. in state waters; 
other ear, means, or devices an the top bushels (178.1 1) of inahell scallops (3) Possess, m land per trip, sea 
~ o f a  dredga that -the while in p s s s i o n  of, or fish for . scallops in excess of 40 pounds (18114 
openings in or betweem tbe rings, dher scallops with, dredge gear that uscis net kg) of shucked scallops ar 5 U.S. 
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bushe!s (176.2 1) of in-shell scallops 
unless: 

(i) The scallops were harvested by a 
vessel with en operator on board who 
has been issued an operator's permit 
urder S 650.5 and the pe,imit is on board 
the vessel and is valid, or, 

(ii) The scallops were harvested by a 
vessel cot issued a Federal scallop 
permit snci tha: fishes for scallops 
exc!usiveiy in state waters; 

i4)li) h d ,  offload, cause to be 
offloaded, sell, or transfer, or attenpt to 
land, oflload, cause to be offloaded, sell 
or transfar sea scsllops. from a fishing 
vessel, whether on land or at sea, as an 
owner or operator without accurately 
preparing and submitting, in a timely 
fashion, the documents required by 
5 650.7, unless the scallops were 
harvested by a vessel without a Federal 
scallop permit and that fishes for 
sca!lops exclusively in state waters; 

(ii] To have a shucking machine on 
board a vessel, or a sorting machine on 
board a vessel that shucks scallops at 
sea while in possession of more than 
400 pounds (181.44 kg) of shucked 
scallops; or, the vessel fishes 
exclusively in state waters and has not 
been issued a Federal scallop emit. 

( 5 )  Purchase or receive scalgps. or 
attempt to purchase or receive scallops. 
whether on land a at sea, as a dealex 
without a m a t e l y  pxpring,  
submitting and retainhg. in a timely 
fashion. the documents required by 
5 650.7; 

(6) Land, offload, remove, or 
otherwise transfer, or attempt to land, 
offload, remove or otherwise transfer, 
Atlantic sea scallops from me vessel to 
another; 

(7) Sell, barter or kairfft, rn atherwise 
transfer, or attempt to sell, barter or 
trade, or athe- transfer, for a . 

- commercid p q m s e  any sea scallops 
from a trip whose catch is 40 pounds 
(18.14 kg) of shucked scallops or less, or 
3U.S. bushels (176.1 1) of in-shell 
scallops unless the vessel has been 
issued a valid Federal general or limited 
access scallop permit under 5 650.4, or 
a letter under 5 650.4(a)[9)(vi)(D), or the 
scallops were harvested by a r.essel 
without a Federal scallop permit that 
fishes for scallops exctusively in state 
waters; 

(8)  P&s% possess. or receive bm a 
commercial purpose, or atlempi to 
purchase, possess, or receive for a 
commercial purpose, in the capacity of 
a dealer, sea scallops taken fkom a 
fishing vessel, unless in possession of a 
valid dealer's permit issued under 
5 650.6; 

(9) P~rchase, possess, or receive for 
commercial pu@oses, or attempt to 
purchase or receive for commercial 

purposes, sea scallops caught by a 
vessel other than one issued a valid 
federal general or limited access sea 
scallop permit under 5 650.4. or a letter 
under 5 650.4(a)(9l(vi)(3), unless the 
scallops were harvested by a vessel 
without a Federal scallop permit and 
that fishes for scallops exclusively in - 
state waters; 

(101 To be or act as an operator of a 
vessel fishing for or possessing Atlantic 
sea scallops in or from the EEZ, or 
issued a Federal scallop permit under 
5 650.4, without having been issued and 
possessing a valid operator's permit 
issued under 5 650.5. 

(11) Asseult, resist, oppose, impede, 
harass, intimidate, or interfere with 
either a NMFS-approved observer 
aboard a vessel, or an authorized officer 
conducting any search. inspection, 
investigation. or seizure in connection 
with enforcement of this part; 
(12) W e  any false statement, oral or 

witten, to.an authorized officer, 
concerning the taking, catching. 
-harvesting, landing. purchase, sale, or 
transfer of any Atlantic sea scallops; 

(13) Make any false statement on any 
report required to be submitted or 
maintained mder 5 850.7; 

(141 Tamper with, damage, destroy, 
alter, or in any way distort, render 
useless, inoperative, ineffective, or 
inaccurate the VTS unit or VTS signal 
required to be installed on, or' - 
transmitted by, Full-time and Part-time 
limited access scallop vessels or any 
other vessel required to use a VTS by 
this pa* 

(15) Violate anp provision of this part, 
the Magnuson Act, or any regulation or 
permit issued under the Mapuson Act. 

(el Any person possessing, or landing 
per trip, sea scallops in excbss of 40 
pourids 08-14 kg) of shucked scallops 
or 5 U.S. bushels (176.1 1) of in-shell 
scallops at or prior to the time when 
those scallops are received or possessed 
by a dealer is subject to all of the 
prohibitions specified in paragraphs (a), 
Ib) and (cl of this section, unless the 
scallops were harvested by a vessel 
without a Federal scallop permit and 
that fishes for scelaps exclusively in 
a t e  wrateTs.. 
Ifl Presumpfion. Sea scallops that are 

p o d ,  or landed at or prior to the 
time when the scallops are received by 
a dealer, or sea scallops that are 
possessed by a dealer, are presumed to 
be harvested fkom the EEZ. A 
preponderance of all submitted 
evidence, that such scallops were 
harvested by a vessel without a Federal 
scallop permit and fishing exclusively 
for scallops in state waters, will be 
sufficient to rebut the presumption. 

5 650.10 FacilitaY on of enforcement 
See 5 620.8 of this chapter. 

5 650.1 1 Penalties. 
See 5 620.9 of this chapter. 

Subpart ~ - ~ a n a g e m e n t  Measures 

(j 650.20 ShelLhelght standard. 
(a) The minimum shell height f ~ i  in- 

shell Atlantic sea scallops that may be 
landed, or possessed at or after landing. 
is 3% inches (E9 mm). 

(b) Compliance and sampling. 
Compliance with the specified shell- 
height standards will be determined by 
inspection and enforcement at or after 
landing, including, tfie time when the 
scallops are ~ c e i v e d  or posszssed by a 
dealer or person acting in the capacity 
of a dealer, as follows: the authorized 
officer will take samples of forty 
scallops each at random from the total 
amount of scallops in possession. The 
person in possession of the scallops may 
request that as many as ten samples (400 
scallops] be examined as a sample 
group. A sample group fails to comply 
with the standard if more than ten 
percent of all scallops sampled are less 
than the she!l height specified by the 
standard. The shell height shall be 
measured in a straight line from the 
hinge of the scallop to the outermost 
part of the curve on the leading edge. 
The total amount of scallops in 
possession will be deemed in violation 
of this regulation and subject to 
forfeiture if the sample group fails to 
comply with the standard. 

5 650.21 Gear and crew restrictions. 
(a) Tmwl vessel gear restrictions. 

Trawl vessels in possession of more 
than 40 pounds (18.14 kg) of shucked 
scallops or 5 U8. bushels (176.2 1) of in- 
shell scallops. trawl vessels fishing for 
scallops, and trawl vessels issued a 
limited access scallop permit under 
5 650.4(s), while fishing under or 
subject to the DAS allocation program 
for sea scallops, must comply with the 
following: 

(1) Maximum sweep. The trawl sweep ' 

in use by or in possession of such 
vessels shall not exceed 144 feet (43.9 
m) as measured by the total length of the 
footrope that is directly attached to the 
webbing d t h e  net. 

(2) Net requirements-(il Minimum 
mesh size in 1994 and 1995. In 1994 
and 1995, the mesh size shall not be 
smaller than 5 inches (12.7 cm) south of 

. a line commencing at the shoreline and 
proceeding easterly along 39'10' N. 
Latitude until it intersects the outer 
boundary of the EEZ, and 5% inches 
(13.97 cm) for any scaibp trawl net 
north of this line. 
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(ii) Minimum mesh sizes in 1996 and rope no mom than 3 inches (7.62 cm) in least two rings away from other rigid 
beyond. In 1998 and beyond, the mesh diameter, may be used if such splitting portions of the dredge. 
size for any scallop trawl net in all areas strap andlor bull rope does not constrict (4) Chafing gear and other gear 
shall nct be smaller than 5% inches in any manner the top of the h w l  net. obshctions--(i) Chafing gear 
(13.97 m). "The top of the trawl net" means the 50 restn'&ons. No chafing gear or cookies 

[iii) Mesh stowrrge. No vessel may percent of the net that (in a hypothetical shall be used on the top of a scallop 
have available for immediate use any situation) would not be in contact with &edge; 
net, or any piece of a net, not meeting the ocean bottom during a tow if the net (ii) fink rest~&'Ons. NO mom than 
the requirements specified in were laid flat on the ocean floor. For the double li& between rings shall be used 
paragraphs !a)(Z)[i) and (a?(Z)(ii) of this purpose of this paragraph, head ropes in on scallop dredges; 
section. A net that conforms to one of shall not be considered part of the top (iii) ~~d~~ and net obstructjons. No 
the following specifications and that can of the trawrnet. material, device, net, or dred e 
be shown not to have been in recant use (ii) hfesh obstruction or ~ n ~ c t i o n .  eonfiguration or derip shallL used if is ansideied to be not "available for A fishing vessel may not use any mesh it results in obstructing the release of - immediate use": 

(A) A net stowed below deck. 
configuration* mesh construction* or d l o p s  that would have passed 
other means on, or in, the top of the net, though a legal size net and dredge that prcmidec?: as defined in aragmph (a)(3):i) of this did not have in any 

(3) It is located below the main section, if it o tructs the meshes of the device, ar net or dredge cofiguration ar working deck from which the net is 
L 

net in any manner, 
d loyed and retrieved; (iii) No vessel may use or possess a design. 

(c) Crew resfri&'ons. Limited access The towing w i r ~ *  indudh3 the net capable of catching sea scallops in vasels fishing under or to "1%" wires, detached fmn the net; which the bars entering or exiting the 
(3) It is fan-folded (flaked) and bound hots twist mund each other. scallop DAS allocation pmgran may 

around its d m f e r e n c e .  have no more than nine people, 
(b) Dredge gear restrictio*s. including the opentor, on board unless (B). A net w e d  m d   la^^  do^^ on dredge vessels fishing for or in 

deck, provided: fishing under the small dredge program 
possession of 40 pounds in Cj 650111e) or otherwise 

( I )  a is and bound (18.14 kg) of shucked scdops or 5-U.S. authoriled by the around its &-cumference; bushels (176.2 1) of in-shell scallops, 
(2 )  It is semre1y fastened to the deck and all dredge vessels issued a limited Id) Sorting and shucking machines. 

or rail of the uessel; and (1) Shucking machines are prohibited 
(3) The towing wires, including the access permit and Bsh(ng under on all limited access vessels fihing 

leg wires, are detached from the net. Be hogram$ with the of ,der the d l o p  DAS p- or my 
(C) A net that is on a reel and is hydrau'c dam drsdges and mahogany vessel in possession of more than 400 

covered and secured, provided: quahag dredges in pasen(on of '0° pounds (181.44 Lg) of scallops, unless 
(I) The entire surface of the net is pounds '8) of sea the vessel has not been issued a Federal 

covered with m v m  or other sjrnilm scallo~s* with the 
following ~ a i o n s :  limited access scallop permit and fishes 

material that is securely bound: 
(1) Maximum dred e The exclusively in state waters. 

(2) The towing wires, including *h (2) Sorting machines are prohibited 
leg wires, are deteched fmm the net; and dredP wifth in use Or in 

on m t e d  amsapvesseh fishg 
(3) ~h~ codend is frorn the possession of such vessels shall not 

net and stored below deck. exceed 31 feet (9.4 m) measured at the the DAS program that shuck 

(D) Nets that are s m m d  in a manner widest point in the bail of the dredge, scallops at sea. * 

authofized in wrflbg by &e Regfonal except as provided under p r a p p h  (el Smil dredge p w a m  mm'ctions. 
Dhctcr. of this section. Any vessel owner whose vessel is - 

(iv) Mmsmment ofmesh size. M~esfi (2) Minimum mesh size. (i) The mesh either the Part-ttme Or 

sizs is measured by using a wedge size of net miterial on the top of a Occasional category may request to be 
shaped gauge having a taper of two &lop dredge in use by or in placed in one category higher on the 
centimeters in sight centimeters and a possession of such vessels shall not ba an"ua1 pernit as 
thickness of 2.3 millimeters. inserted smaller than S1/z inches (13.97 cm). described under 6 650.4(e)(2)(iv). Vessel 
into the meshes mder a pres- or pull (ii) Mesh size is measured as pruvided Owners making such a quest be 
of five m-s. The me& size be in paragrsph (a](Z)(iv) of this section. placed in the category* far 
the average of the meas-menb of m y  (3) Minimum ring size. (i) For 1994 the years if camply 
series of 20 consecutive meshes for nets and 1995, the inside ring size of a with the following restrictions, in 
having 75 or more meshes, and 10 scallop dredge in use by or in addition to and notwithstanding other 
consecttive meshes for nets having possessian of such vessels shdl not be mstrktions Of this P a  when fishing . 
fewer than 75 meshes. The mesh in the smaller than 3% inches (83 mm). under the DAS program described in 
m l a t e d  portion of the net will be (ii) For 1996 and thereafter, the inside 5 650.24* Or are in possession more 
measured at least five meshes away ring size ofa scallop dredge in use by thm 400 lbs (181.44 kg) of shucked 
from the lacings, running parallel to the or in possession of such vessels shall Or 50 (17.62 hl) of 
long axis of the net  not be smaller than 3% iriches (89 mm). in-she11 

(3) Chafing gear and other gear (iii) Ring sizes are determined by (1) The vessel must fish exclusively 
obsiructions-4i) Net obstructim or measuring the shortest straight line with one dredge no more than 10.5 feet 
constriction. A fishing vessel may not passing through the center of the ring (3-2 m) in width: 
use any device or material, including, from one inside edge to the opposite (2) The vessel is prohibited from 
but not limited to, nets, net inside edge of the ring. The having more than one dredge on board 
strengtheners, ropes, lines, m chafing measurement shall not include normal or in use; and, 
gear, on the top of a trawl net, except welds horn ring mvlufacturin or links (3) The vessel may have no more than 
that one splitticg strap and one bull The rings to be measured willfm at ,st five people, including the operator, on 
rope (if present), consisting of h e  and five rings away from the mouth, arid at board. 
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9 650.22 Possession restrictions (2) Part-time. A vessel shall be (B) Three year history. Calculate the 
(a) Ownem or operatom of vessels assigned to the Part-time category if that total number of scallop DAS for each 

with a limited access scallop permit that vessel has averaged more than 37 days year, average the high and low years of 
have declared out of the DAS program but less than 150 days of directed days at sea, and then average the result 
as specified in Q 650.26, or have used up scallop fishing annually according to with the third year; or 
their DAS allocations and vessels the formulas specified in paragraph (b) (C) Two year history. Calculate the 

of this section; possessing a general scallop permit, total number of scallop DAS for each 
unless exempted under the DAS (3) Occasional. A vessel shall be year, average the two years' DAS; or 
exemption program described under assigned to the Occasional category if (Dl One year history. Calculate the 
5650.27, are prohibited from possessing that vessel has averaged 37 days or less number scallop DAS for that 
or landing per trip. more than 400 of directed scallop fishing annually year. 
pounds (181.44 kg] of shucked -llops, according to the formulas specified in (iii) Pro-mtion. If a limited access 
or 50 U.S. bushels (17.62 hl) of in-shell paragraph (bj of this section. vessel entered the scallop fishery for the 

scallops, with not mom than one scallop (b) DAS formulas. A vessel's average first time duringthe time 

trip allowable in any calendar day. number of days of directed scallop period, the first year shall be pro-rateh 

(b) Owners or operators of vessels fishing for purposes of assigning the a hll Year ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g  On an 
basis the number of DAS the vessel without a Federal sea scallop permit. vessel to One of the cateories specified actually incumd on trips landing more 

except vessels fishing for scallops 
exclusively in state waters. are 

in (a) this section be than 400 pounds (181.44 kg] of shucked determined by applying one of the 
prohibited from possessing or landing following fmmulas to the data, scallops or more than 50 U.S. bushels 

(17.62 hl] of in-shell scallops to per trip. mom than 40 pounds (18.14 kg) information, or other credible evidence determine the number at sea the 
of shucked sea scallops, or 5 U.S. available to the Regional Director. vessel would have incurred had the bushels (176.2 1) of in-shell sea scallops. *]lop DAS for this Purpose is defined vessel been in the fishery for the full 
Owners nr operators of vessels without as the total days at sea on hips with - 

~b~ pro-ration formula is as 
Federal scallop permits are prohibited landings of more than 400. pounds follows: The total number of scallop 
from selling. bartering, or tnding  sea (181.44 kg) of shuckedscallops or 50 DAS in that year is divided by the 
scallops harvested h m  Feded waters. bushels 07-62 hl) of in-shell percentage of the year the vessel was in scallops. 
5 650.23 Transfer-at-sea. the fishery (by month). In pro-rating the 

The followink?formulas to days for such vessels, the Regional 
(a) owners or operators of vessels qualifying for limited access Director shall take into account the date permitted under Q 650.4 are prohibited scallcip permits, with the exception of the vessel entered the fishery, the 

from transferring or attempting to that qualify under paragraph vessel's subsequent fishing history, and 
transfer fish from one vessel to another Q 650.4(a)(l)(i)(C). The DAS formula other relevant 
vessel. applicable to that group of vessels is (iv] New owner. Vessel owners who 

(b) All persons are prohibited from specified in paragraph (bI(21 of this purchased their vessel during the 1985- 
transferring or attempting to transfer sea Section: Vessel owners may choose their 1990 time period may request that the 
scallops from one vessel to another 1990hlst0ry under (b)(l)(l) of DAS formulas be based solely on their 
vessel. this ~ e c t i ~ n ,  or a calculation based on individual history in the scallop fishery, 

the 19854990 history. as applicable. excluding all previous owner's scallop 9650.24 O w s e a  PAS) ''lo-. under paragraph (b)(l)(ii) of this section. histories. Under this option a vessel's 
Each vessel issued a limited access DAS are calculated h m  the formulas first year in the fishery may be pro-rated 

scallop permit shall be assigned to a below and the result is applied to the based on the criteria specified in 
DAS category based on evidence and DAS categories described in paragraph para aph (t,)(l)(iii) of this section. 
criteria as specified in paragraph (a) of (a) of this section. (&%or vessels qualifying for a limited 
this section. Limited access. scallop (i) 1990fishing history. Far any vessel access scallop permit under paragraph 
permits will indiarte whi& category the that fished for scallops in 1990, the C 650.4(a)(l](i)(C), pro-rate to a full year 
vessel is assigned to. Vessels are number of scallop DAS may be the total riumBei. of DAS for Mps the 
prohibited from fishing for, landing per determined by calculating the total veisel would have fished and landed 
trip, or possessing more than 400 number of DAS on a l l o p  trips ending over 400 pounds (181.44 kg) of shucked 
pounds (181.44 kg) of shucked scallops in 1990; or. scallops or more than 50 U.S. bushels 
or 50 U.S. bushels (17.62 hl) of in-shell (ig 1985-1990Fshing history. For (17.62 hl) of inshell scallops in 1990 
scallops once their allocated number of vessels with history in the scallop based on the actual number of DAS the 
DAS. as specified under paragraph (c) of fishery between 1985 and 1990, vessel did fish in 1990 and the criteria 
this section, are used up. inclusive, the number of years history is specified in paragraph (b)(i)(iii) of this 

(a) Criteria for assigning DAS determined as follows. With the section. Then. calculate the average 
categories. All vessels qualifying for a exception of the adjustments specified number of DAS for trips landing more 
limited acres scallop permit under the undw pwqyaphs (b)(l)(iii) and than 400 pounds (181.44 kg) of shucked 
criteria specified in §650.4(a) shall be &)j~ffiv) of this section, vessels whose scallops or more than 50U.S. bushels 
assigned to the Fdl-time. Part-Gme, OF calculated scallop history is based on a (17.62 hl) of in-shell scallops for the 
Occasional DAS category based on the formula below must use their entire. years 1991 and 1992. The number of 
formulas specified in paragraph (b) of history in the scallop fishery and may days to determine the category shall be 
this section and the following: not elect to use a formula based on the lower number between the pro-rated 

(1) Full-time. A vessel shall be fewer years history in the fishery. 1990 days and the average of DAS in 
assigned to the Full-time category if that (A) Four or more years history. 1991 and 1992. 
vessel has averaged at least 150 days of Calculate the total number of scallop (c) DAS dlocations. Each vessel 
directed scallop fishing annually DAS for each year, exclude the high and qualifying for one of the thee categories 
eccording to the formulas specified in low yearsof days at sea and average the s ecified in paragraph (a) of this section 
paragraph (b) of this section; remaining years; or &all be allocated. annually, the 
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( 2 )  Accrual of DAS. DAS shall accrue (i) The information used by the The Regional Director's decision is the 
in houriy increments, with all partial Regional Director was based on final administrative action of the 
hours counted as full hours. A DAS is mistaken or incorrect data; De artment of Commerce. 
calculated beginning when a vessel (ii) The applicant was prevented by 6) Status of vessels pending appeal oj 
leaves port and ending when the vessel circumstances beyond hidher control DAS allocations. A vessel, for which an 
r e tms  to pox? as follows: from meeting relevant criteria; or appeal of its DAS category has been 

(iii) The applicant has new or initiated, may fish under the D49S (i) DAS for vessels that are under the additional VTS monitoring system described in allocation allowed under the next 
(2) The Regional Director will appoint higher category than the vessel's initial 8 650.26(a) are counted beginning with , designee who will make an initial 

the first hourly location signal received decision the appeal. category placement if the vessel has on 

showing that the vessel crossed the board a letter of authorization from the 
(31 The appellant may request a 

COLREGS Demarcation Line leaving m ~ e w  of the initial decision by the 
Regional Director, regardless of what 
category the vessel is appealing to be Po* and ending with the first Regional Director by so requesting in placed in, and is subject to all location sipa1 received showing that writing &thin 30 days of the notice of ~quirements applicable to a& . the vessel crossed the COLREGS initial decision. If the appellant does not ategory of vessels unless otherwise 

Demarcation Line its request a review of the initial decision exempted. That is, ifa vessel was port. within 30 days, the initial decision-shall initially placed in the Part-time 
(ii) DAS for vessels fishing under the become the final administrative action category, that vessel may fish up to the 

call-in notification system described in of the Department of Commerce. The maximum number of DAS allocated to 
§ 650.26b) are counted beginning once appellant's request for review must elect Full-time vessels until the Regional 
the phone call has been received and either to have the review conducted by Director has made a final determination 
cmfirmation given by the Regional a hearing officer appointed by the on the appeal. If a vessel is initially 
Director. A DAS ends when after Regional Director or by an Adviso~y placed in the occasional category. that 
returniqg to port, the phone call has Appeals Board if established pursuant vessel may fish up to the DAS allocated 
been received, and confirmation given to aragraph (a)IS)[iv)(B) of this section. to Part-time vessels, regardless of what 
by the Regional Director. . 8) Recornmendations to the Regional ategory the ~ccasional vessel is 

( d )  Adjustments in annual DAS DirectoHi) Hearing Officer. If the appealing to be placed in, until the 
o]locotior;s. Adjustments hanges in initial decision is reviewed by a hearing Regional Director has made e final 
annual DAS all-tions, if required to officer, the hearing ~fficer shall make determination on the appeal. Any DAS 
meet fishing reduction goals, findings and a recommendation to the spent fishing for scallops shall be 
IEay be made folldwing a reappraisal Director which shall be counted against the DAS allocation of 
and analysis under the framework advisory only. the category that the vessel is ultimately 
provisions specified in subpart C of this (ii) Adviso9' Appeals Board. If an placed in. If, before this appeal is 

Part. 
Advisory Appeals Board is established decided, a vessel exceeds the number of 
under 5 650.4(a)(9)(iv), an appellant may DAS it is finally allocated after appeal, Notice ofinitia1 OAS category. The request that the initial decision of his1 the excess DAS will be subtracted from 

Director attempt notify her appeal be reviewed by the Appeals the vessel's allocation  of^^^ in 1995. 
Owners that are deemed Board. If such a request is  made, the (g) End-of-year carry-over. Limited 

eligible to be issued a Limited access ~ ~ g ~ ~ ~ l  wor shall forward the access vessels with unused DAS on - 
permit pursuant 650.4(a)(6) request to the Appeals Board within 15 December 31 of any year may carry-over as to which category the vessel qualifies days after receipt. Any initial decision a maximum of 10 DAS into the next based On data* and other reviewed by an Appeals Board made up year. At no time may more than 10 DAS evidence available to the Regional of other than Federal employees shall be be c . e d  over. Director. open to the public, including all (h) Cood Samaritan credit. Limited 

(fl Apped of DAS category. (1) documentation presented to support the access vessels fishing under the DAS 
Appeal criteria. A vessel's owner may appeal. The Appeals Board shall make program and that spend time at sea for 
appeal hisher vessel's initial placement findings and a recommendation to the one of the following reasons, and that 

. into a vessel category to the Regional Council, which shall be advisory only. can document the occurrence through 
Director within 30 days of receipt of the The Council in turn shall make findings the Coast Guard, will not accrue DAS 
notice of a vessel's DAS category. Any and an advisory-only recommendation for the time documented: 
such appeal must be based on one or to the Regional Director. (1) Time spent assisting in a Coast 
more of the following grounds, must be (5) Upon m i v i n g  the findings and Guard search and rescue operation; or 
in writing, and must state the grounds recommendation, the Regional Director (2) Time spent assisting the Coast 
for the appeal: will issue B final decision on the appeal. Guard in towing a disabled vessel. ' 

maximum number of DAS it-may provisions of $650.26. or has used up in-shell scallops and complies with the I 
participate in the limited access scallop its allocated DAS, may leave port other requirements of this part. 
fishery, according to the category for without being assessed a DAS as long as ( 1 )  Annual DAS allocations. The 
which it qualifies. A vessel whose it does not possess or land more than annual allocations of DAS for each 
ownerloperator has declared it out of 400 pounds (181.44 kg] of shucked category of vessel specified in paragraph 
the scallop fishery pursuant to the scallops or 50 U.S. bushels (17.61 hl) of (a) of this section shall be as follows: 

. 20d0+ 

120 
48 
10 

DAS category 

Full-time ..............................................................-.................................. 
Part-ttme .............................. .. .... .... ........................ ............................ 
Occasional ...................... ..... 1 .............................................-......-..... 

1997 

1 64 
66 
14 

19-99 

142 
57 
12 

1994 

204 
91 

. '1 8 

1995-96 

182 
82 
16 
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5650.25 Monltorlng requirements. displayed information and the vessel's (b) Occasional limited access vessels. 
(a) Full-time and Part-timelimited actual position; Vessels qualifying for a DAS allocation 

access vessels. To be issued a Full-time h i )  The VTS shall be capable of under the Occasional category as 
or Part-time limited access scallop providing network message . described under 5 650.24(a)(3). may 
permit as specified in § 650.4(a), all communications between the vessel and participate in either the DAS 
vessels must provide documentation to shore. The VTS shall allow NMFS to notification program using the VTS 
the Regional Director that the vessel has initiate communications or data transfer procedures described in § 650.26(a) or 
an operational VTS unit on board that at any time; the call-in procedures described in 
is part of an approved VTS as specified (viil The VTS vendor shall be capable § 650.26(b). 
in paragraph (a)(l)-of this section and of transmitting position data to a NMFS- 0m.26 DIS noti,issUon pwML 
meets the minimum performance designated computer system via a 
criteria specified in paragraph (a)(2) of modem at a minimum speed of 9600 (a) VTS notification. Owners of 
this section, or as modified annually as baud. Transmission shall be in ASCII scallop vessels with Full-time or Part- 
specified in paragraph (a)(l) of this text in a file format acceptable to NMFS; time limited access scallop permits. 
section. (viii) The VTS shall be capable of owners of vessels with Occasional 

(1) Approval. The Regional Director providing vessel locations relative to limited access scallop permits that have 
will annually approve VTSs that meet international boundaries and fishery elected to fish under the VTS 
minimum performance criteria specified management areas; monitoring system specified in 
in paragraph (a)@) of this section. Any (ix) The VTS vendor shall be capable § 650.25(a), and owners of vessels 
changes to the performance criteria will of archiving vessel position histories for fishing under the small dredge program 
be published annually in the Federal a minimum of one year and pmviding specified in §650,21(e)l shall be subject 
Register and a list of approved VTSs transmission to N W S  afspecified to the following presumption and 
will be published in the Federal portionsofsrchived data in response to requirements: 
Register upon addition or deletion of a W S  requests and in a variety of (1) Full-time scallop vessels at sea are 
VTS from the list. In the event that a media Itape, floppy. etc.]. presumed to be fishing under the DAS 
VTS is deleted from the list, vessel (3) Operating requirements. Alf allocation program unless they declare 
owners that purchased a VTS unit that required VTS units.must transmit a out of the sea scallop fishery for a 
is part of that VTS prior to publication signal indicating the vessel's accurate specific time period by notifying the 
of the revised list will be considered to position at least every hour, 24 hours a Regional Dimtor through the VTS. 
be in compliance with the requirement day, throughout the year. (2) Owners of Part-time scallop 
to have an approved unit unless (4) Presumption. Failure of a VTS unit vessels may not fish in the DAS 
otherwise notified by the Regional to transmit an hourly signal of a vessel's allocation program unless they declare 
Direct or. +ion shall be presumed to be a DAS, into the scallop fishery for a specific 

(2) Minimum VTS performance or fraction thqeof, for as lung as the time period by notifying the Regional 
criteria. The basic required features of unit fails to transmit a signal. A Director through the VTS. 
the VTS are as fallows: preponderance of evidence that the (3) If the VTS is not available or not 

(i) The VTS shall be tamper proof, i.e., failure to transmit was due to an functional, and if authorized by the 
shall not permit-the input of false unavoidable malfunction or disruption Regional Director, a vessel owner must 
positions; furthermore, if a system uses of the transmission that occurred while notify as required in paragraphs (a)(l) 
satellites to de:ermine position, satellite the vessel was declared out of the and (a)@) of this section and report 
selection should be automatic to scallop fishery or was not at sea will be using the call-in notification system 
provide an optimayfix and should not sufficient to mbut the presumption. described under paragraph (b) of this 
be capable of being manually (5) Replacement. Should a VTS unit section. 
overridden by any person on board a require replacement, a vessel owner (b) Call-in notification. Owners of 
fishing vessel or by the vessel owner; must submit documentation to the vessels qualifying for a DAS allocation 

(ii) The VTS shall be fully automatic Regional Director, within 3 days of under the Occasional category as 
and operational at all times regardless of installation and prior to the vessel's described under 5 650.24(a)(3) or fishing 
weather and environmental conditions; next trip, vtxifying that the new VTS in the Part-time category under the 

(iii) The VTS shall be capable of unit is an operational approved system Appeal Program described in 
tracking vessels in all U.S. waters in the as described under parapph [a)[l) of . § 650.24(f), who have not elected to fish 
Atlantic Ocean from the shoreline of this section. under the VTS monitoring system 
each coastal state to a line 215 nautical (6) Access. As a condition to obtaining described in § 650.25, and vessels 
miles offshore and shall provide a limited access scallop permit, all fishing pending an appeal as specified 
position accuracy to within 400 meQers vessel owners must allow the NO-AA/ in 650.4(a)(g)(vi)@), shall subject to ' 
(1,300 feet); NMFS, the U.S. Coast Guard, and their the following requirements: 

(iv) The VTS shall be capable af authorized officers or designees access - (1) The vessel owner or authorized 
transmitting and storing information to the vessels" BAS and location data representative shall notify the Regional 
including vessel identification, date, obtained h m  itsVTS at the time of or Director prior to leaving port that the 
time, and latitude/longitu& after its transmission to the vendor or vessel will be participating in the DAS 

(v) The VTS shall provide accurate receiver, as the case may be. program by calling (508-281-9335) and 
hourly position transmissions every day (7) Tampering. Tampering with a providing the following information: 
of the year. In addition, the VTS shall VTS, a VTS unit. or a VTS signal, is Owner and caller name and phone 
allow polling of individual vessels or prohibited. Tampering includes any number; the vessel's name and permit 
any set of vessels at any time and activity that is likely to affect the unit's: number; the type of trip to be taken, and 
receive position reports in real time. For (i) Ability to operate properly; that the vessel is beginning a trip. 
the purposes of this specification, "real (ii) Signal; or (2) A scallop DAS begins once the call 
time" shall constitute data that reflect a (iii) Accuracy of computing the has been received and confirmation 
delay of 15 minutes or less between the vessel's position fix. given by the Regional Director. - 
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(3) Upon returning to port, the vessel number, and the name and phone consistent with the obj j ives of the 
owner or owner's representative shall number of the caller. The exemption FMP, the provisions of the Magnuson 
notify the Regional Director that the trip holder may not leave port to fish for Act, and other applicable law, and that 
has ended by calling 508-281-9335 and scallops in the EEZ until 48 hours after granting the exemption will not: - . 

providing the following information: notification of early withdrawal is (1) Have a detrimental effect on the 
owner and caller name and phone received by the Regional Director. sea scallop resource and fishery; or 
number; the vessel's name and permit (c) A vessel participating in the DAS (2) Create significant enforcement 
number; and that the trip has ended. exemption program may not fish in the problems. 

(4) A DAS ends when the call has EEZ during the partici ation period. (c) Each vessel participating in any 
been received and confirmation given (d) Particiiation in %e DAS exempted experimental fishing activity 
by the Regional Director. exemption program expires when the is subject to all provisions of this part 

(5) Any vessel that possesses or lands owner's or vessel's name changes. except those necessarily relating to the 
per trip more than 400 pounds of (e) Vessels participating in the DAS Purpose and nature of the exemption. 
scallops shall be deemed in the DAS exemption program continue to be The exemption will be specified in a 
pmgmm for purposes of counting DAS subject to all the other requirements of letter issued by h e  Regional Director to 
whether or not the vessel's owner or this part. each vessel participating in the 
mtborized representative provided exempted activity. This letter must be 
sdequste notification as required by this 5 650.28 At-sea Observer carried aboard the vessel seekingthe 
P*. (a) The Regional Director may require benefit of such exemption. 

observers for any vessel holding a 
5 650.27 DAS exempUon program. Federal sea scallop permit. Subpart C-Framework Adjustments to 

Any vessel holding a limited access (b) Owners of vessels selected for Management Measures 
scallop permit under 5 650.4(a) may observer coverage must notify the 
request an exemgtim from the D,4S appropriate Regional or Center Director, 5 650.40 Framework specHkaUons. 

Program, as follows, while scallop as specified by the Regional Director, (a) Annually. upon request from the 
fishing exclusively landward of the before commencing any fishing trip that & ~ " ~ i l .  but at a minimum in the Years 
outer boundary of a state's waters. Any may result in the harvest of any Atlantic lgg6 and lgg9* the Regi0na1 
such exemption granted will exempt the sea scallops. Notification procedures provide the with 
vessel from the DAS requirements will be specified in selection letters to information on the status of the sea 
specified under 650.241~). vessel owners. . scsllop resource. 

(a) VTS notification. Vessel own6rs (c) ~n 0-er or operator of a vessel (b) Within 60 day3 of m i p t  of that 
requesting a DAS exemption via a VTS on which a NMFSappmved observer is the 
shall: embarked must: Development Team [PDT) shall assess 

(I) Notify M S .  via their m S ,  prior (1) Provide accommodations and food the the sea 
to the vessel's first trip under the DAS that are equivalent to those provided to to determine the adequacy 
exemption program, that the vessel will the crew; the total allowable DAS reduction 
bo fishing exclusivery in state waters for (2) Allow the observerbccess to and described in 5 650-24(c)9 

scallops; and, use of the vessel's communications achieve the target fishing mortality rate. 
(2) Notify W S ,  via their VTS, prior equipment and personnel upon request addition, the PDT shall bake a 

to the vessel's first planned trip in the for the transmission and -ipt of determination whether other resource 
EEZ, that the vessel is to resume fishing messages related to the observer's conservation issues exist that require a 
under the vessel's DAS allocation. duties; management response in order to meet 

&) Other rnerhods of ragtificatioa. (3) the obsweB rpace;ss to and the goals arnd objectives outlined in the 
Vessel owners opting to request entry use of the vessel's navigation quipment FMP. The PDT shall report its findings 
into the DAS exemption p m p m  via fax and personnel upon request to and recommendations to the Council. In 
or hone shall: determine the vessel's position; its report to the Council, the PDT shall 

&I Notify NMFS by calling 508-281- (4) Allow the observer fie0 and - provide the appm dale rationale and 
9335 or faxing 508-281-9135 the unobstructed accesi to the vessel's economic and b i o b c a l  analysis for its 
following information at least 7 days bridge, working decks, holding bins, recommendation utilizing the most 
prior to the date on which the weight scales, holds, and any other current catch, effort, and other relevant 
exemption is requested: owner and space used to hold, process, weigh. or - data from the fishery. . 
caller name and address; vessel name store fish; and (c) After receiving the PDT findings 
and permit number; and beginning and (5) Allow the observer to inspect and and recommendations, the Council shall 
ending dates of the exemption period; copy the vessel's log, communications determine whether adjustments to, or . 

(2) Remain in the.exemption program - logs, and any associated with additional, management measures are 
a minimum of 7 days; and, the catch and distribution of fish for that to meet the goals and 

(3) If an exemption holder has been in trip. - . objectives of the F'MP After considering 
the program a minimum of 7 days and . the PDT's findings and 
wishes to withdraw earlier than the 9650.29 ExPefimmtal flshlng exemption. rec6mmendations. or at an other time, 
designated end of the exemption period, A (a) The Regional Director may exempt if the Council determines at 
the exemption holder must notify the any person or vessel from the 

X 
adjustments to. or additional. 

Regional Director of early withdrawal requirements of this part fur the conduct management measures are necessary, it 
from the program. Notification of of experimental fishing beneficial to the shall develop and analyze appropriate 
withdrawal is made by calling 508-281- management of the sea scallop resource management actions over the span of at 
9335 or by faxing 508-281-9135. When or fishery. - .least two Council meetings. The Council 
providing notice, the exemption holder Ib) The Regional Director may not shall provide the public with advance 
will specify that the request is for grant such exemption unless it is - notice of the availability of both the 
withdrawal from the program and determined that the purpose, design:. proposals and the analyses, and 
provide the vessel name and permit and administration of the exemptionls opportunity to comment on them prior 
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to and at the second Council meeting. determines that the recommended better served through an adjustment of 
The Cour.cil's recommendation on the standards; (2) the recommended 

(1 1) on board observers; (0 Nothing in this section is meant to would not jeopardize future recruitment 
(12) Any other management measures derogate h m  the authority of the to the fishery. Adjustments of the . 

current1 included in the FMP. Secretary to take emergency action standards may remain in effect for up to 
(dl ~ J e r  developing management under section 305(e] of the Magnuson twelve months. 

actions and receiving public testimony, Act. After consideration of the criteria, the 
the Council shall make a Regional Director made a proposal to 
recommendation to the Regional [FR Doc. 94-1188 Filed 1-18-94; 8:45 am1 

Director. The Council's BILLING CODE 351042-P 

recommendation must include 
supporting rationale and, if management 50 CFR Part measures are recommended. an analysis 
of impacts. and a recommendation to B.D. 010394A1 
the Regional Director on whether to 
publish the management measures as a Sea Sca"of! Fishery 
final rule. If the Council recommends AGENCY: National Marine Fisheries 
that the management measures should Service (NMFS), National Oceanic and 
be published as a final rule, the Council Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), recommended adjustment. No written 
must consider at least the following Commerce. comments were received on the 
factors and provide support and recommendation. 
anal sis for each factor considered: After consideration of the full record, 

( ~ r ~ h e t h e r  the availability of data on including: (I) Comments from the 
which the recommended management public. (2) comments from the Council, 
measures are based allows for adequate (3) new resOurce and asseSSXIIent 
time to publish a proposed rule, and information, and (4) available 
whether regulations have to be in place information on the fishery and the 
for an entire harvestlfishing season; fishery. Its purpose is to take into industry. the Regional Director has 

(2) Whether there has been adequate account the fact that at the end of the decided to adjust the standards to 33 
notice and opportunity for participation spawning season, the scallop resource is MPP (0.45 kg) with a corresponding 
by the public and membzrs of the dominated by small scallops. This 
affected industry in the development of action inmases the average meat count 
the Council's recommended 
management measures; 

(3) Whether there is an immediate 
need to rotect the resource; and. 

(4) V~lether there will be a continuing 
evaluation of management measures 
adopted following their promulgation as ,1992, and 1993, at the end 
a final rule. 

(e) If the Council% recommendation 
includes adjustments or additions to abundance and recruitment values for . 
management measures, and if after ces 508- the sea scallop resource are down and 
reviewing the Council's that the resome is dominated by small 
recommendation and supporting 
information: 

(1) The Regional Director concurs 
with the Council's recommended 
management measures and determines auth 
that the recommended management 
measures may be published as a final adjust temporarily the meat countlshell 
rule based on the factors specified in height standards (standards) upon scallops, and landings decrease. These 
paragraph (d) of this section, the action finding that specific criteria are met. factors conflict with the objectives of the : 
will be published in the Federal These criteria, which appear at - FMP and, therefore, criterion 1 outlined 
Re 'ster as a final rule; or, 5 650.22(c), include the finding that: (1) above. 8)   he ~egional ~ i rec tor  concurs The objective of h e  FMP would be This action meets criterion 2 because 
with the Ccuncil's recommendation and achieved more readily, or would be it is not expected tareduce catch over 




